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7 Landscape and Visual 

7.1 Introduction 

7.1.1 Background 

ING ltd is promoting the regeneration of Hayle Harbour. The purpose of this section of the Environmental 

Impact Assessment is to examine the potential landscape and visual impacts of the proposed development 

and examine the potential for integrating mitigation and enhancement measures into the design response.  

7.1.2 Brief description of development 

ING ltd is developing a masterplan for the regeneration of the harbour which includes around 1000 homes, 

over 100,000sq.ft of retail development and a new high value business community linked to the potential Wave 

Hub renewable energy resource. The design objectives set out to ensure that regeneration is shaped by the 

natural features of the site and a strong commitment to sustainable energy, construction, accessibility and the 

use of local resources, produce and skills. The proposed development involves the extension of urban form 

onto Hayle Harbour; this would have a significant effect on the character and visual context of the proposed 

development site and its surrounding context. 

The form, scale and character of the development are illustrated and described in detail within chapter 3 of this 

report.  

7.1.3 Scope of the assessment 

This assessment: 

• Identifies and describes the baseline landscape condition of the site and its surroundings, including: 

o a summary of the planning context of the site with regard to landscape and visual issues 

o the landscape character of the site and its context 

o identifies the key views to, from and within the site 

• Assesses the potential significant impacts of the proposed development on 

o the existing landscape character of the site and its surrounds with reference to accepted 

landscape impact assessment methodology 

o views to and from the site according to accepted visual impact methodology 

• Identifies the measures necessary to mitigate the landscape and visual impacts of the proposed 

development 

• Identifies residual impacts which cannot be further mitigated 
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• Assesses the cumulative landscape and visual impact of the proposed development at Hayle Harbour 

including consideration of other foreseeable developments  

This landscape and visual impact assessment is based upon information available at the time of production 

and there are a number of limitations to this assessment. These limitations are outlined below. 

Some areas within the study area and locations from which the development would be visible are inevitably 

inaccessible due to lack of public access. Analysis of landscape character and visual impacts of these areas 

has therefore involved the use of aerial photography, map information and professional judgement.  

Due to the urban context of the site, the proposed development would be visible from a very large number of 

properties within Hayle. In order to provide an assessment of the potential impact of the proposed 

development, these properties have been grouped together and assessed based on the extent of their views 

onto the site. In many cases, it is not possible to access views which are similar to those seen from the 

upstairs windows of properties. In these situations professional judgement has been used to estimate the 

significance of any impact arising from the proposed development on these properties. 

As this assessment is of an outline planning application, the detailed design of buildings and external space 

had not been finalised at the time of the assessment. The assessment is based upon an illustrative masterplan 

and design codes which describes the height, location and use of buildings and open space only. Despite the 

absence of some detailed information, the methodology and conclusions within the assessment can be relied 

upon as robust due to the constraints which will be imposed through the planning process (by way of condition 

and/or planning obligation) by reference to the Master plan and the design codes. 

 

7.2 Landscape policy context 

The need to take account of landscape character when planning for, or proposing, change is referred to in 

various Planning Policy Statements, including PPS1: Delivering Sustainable Development’ (ODPM (1), 2005) 

and PPS7 ‘Sustainable Development in Rural Areas’ (ODPM (2), 2005).  PPS1 seeks to protect and enhance 

the character and quality of the landscape and promotes positive development, appropriate to its context.   

The landscape and visual policy context to the proposed development site is set by: 

• Penwith District Council Local Plan 2004 (hereafter called the local plan) 

• Cornwall Structure Plan 2004 Cornwall County Council (hereafter called the structure plan) 

• Regional Planning Guidance for the South West (RPG10), 2001 

• World Heritage Evaluation Report 2006, IUCN 
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7.2.1 World heritage site 

The proposed development site lies within one of ten sites which make up the Cornwall and West Devon 

Mining Landscape. Hayle Harbour falls within the Port of Hayle site, which the World Heritage Evaluation 

Report describes as : 

‘On the north Cornish coast, this was the main port for the Cornish mining industry. Large amounts of coal and 

timber were imported through the port, and copper ore exported. Extensive quays and wharves survive largely 

intact in a dramatic open estuarine setting flanked by villas for managerial classes and terraced housing for 

workers. Hayle also includes the remains of two iron foundries, Harvey’s, where the largest mine steam engines 

in the world were produced, and the Cornwall Copper company. Both generated substantial, distinguished 

urban buildings. The port was served by Copperhouse canal constructed in 1769/87, and a railway constructed 

from 1834 with a bridge of 1837 and a swinging bridge across the canal’’ 

IUCN (2006) 

7.2.2 Regional Planning Guidance for the South West (RPG 10) 

The Regional Spatial Strategy is still in draft form, the Regional Planning Guidance for the South West (RPG 10) 

(Government Office for the South West, 2001) will therefore be used to help set the regional planning context. 

The ‘Regional Context’ section of the Regional Planning Guidance does not refer directly to landscape 

character however paragraphs 1.16 and 1.17 highlight the significance of the regions international and 

nationally designated land for landscape value.  

Section 2 ‘Achieving and Implementing a Regional Vision’ sets out four underlying aims for achieving 

sustainable development these include; 

‘Protection of the environment – the effective safeguarding and enhancement of the region’s environmental 

resources, both natural and built, including those which are crucial to maintaining its overall attractiveness as an 

area in which to live, work and play’ 

The proposed development site falls within the western sub-region of the south west region one of the 

objectives for this sub-region is described as; 

‘conserve and enhance the coastline, landscape, historic and industrial heritage of the sub-region and 

recognise them as major assets in the drive to encourage regeneration’ 

Policy EN 1 in Section 4, ‘The Natural and Built Environment’ states that local authorities and other agencies in 

their plans policies and proposals should; 
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‘take measures to protect the character of the countryside and the environmental features that contribute 

towards that character’ 

‘indicate that the protection and, where possible, enhancement of the landscape and biodiversity should be 

planned into new development’ 

7.2.3 Cornwall Structure Plan 2004 

The following policies within the Cornwall Structure Plan were identified as having particular relevance to the 

landscape and visual impact assessment. 

Policy 2 Character Areas, Design and Environmental Protection 

‘The quality, character, diversity and local distinctiveness of the natural and built environment of Cornwall will 

be protected and enhanced. Throughout Cornwall, development must respect local character and: 

• Retain important elements of the local landscape, including natural and semi-natural habitats, hedges, 

trees, and other natural and historic features that add to its distinctiveness 

• Contribute to the regeneration, restoration, enhancement or conservation of the area 

• Positively relate to townscape and landscape character through siting, design, use of local materials 

and landscaping 

• Create safe, aesthetically pleasing and understandable places 

• Consider, where appropriate, a mix of uses that create vibrant and active places, including tenure, size 

and densities’  

7.2.4 Penwith Local Plan 2004 

The proposed development site is allocated within the adopted Local Plan as ‘Redevelopment Areas in 

Penzance and Hayle’ (TV-A and TV-D). Policy TV-A and TV-D state that: 

‘The Estuary, which was fundamental to Hayle’s importance as a port, still dominates the town and provides 

valuable opportunities for regeneration’  

The following policies regarding designations have relevance to the landscape character and the visual context 

of the proposed development. Refer to Annex 7A for the location of the designations relative to the proposed 

development site. 
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Areas of great landscape value, Policy CC-5: 

There are three of these sites within 2km of the proposed development site. These three sites lie approximately 

500m north east of the proposed development site in Common Towans, 400m west of the proposed 

development site in Lelant Towans and 1.5km south west of the proposed development site in Trevethoe. 

‘Development will not be permitted where it would cause significant harm to the character and amenity of the 

areas of great landscape value ‘ 

Open areas related to settlements, Policy TV-2 

There are seven of these sites within 1km of the proposed development site. The two areas highlighted below 

lie within the boundary of the proposed development site. The ‘land west of Phillack’ site lies in the Riviere 

Fields part of the proposed development site and the ‘land to the north of Carnsew Pool’ site lies in the 

Triangular Spit part of the proposed development site. 

‘The basis for the designation of an Open Area Related to a Settlement is that there is a strong relationship 

between the area and the form, character and environmental quality of the settlement’ 

Land West of Phillack: 

The area forms an important feature from within the town and retains the separate identity and character of 

Phillack Churchtown. Set against the backdrop of dunes, the area is seen to best effect from the main part of 

Hayle south of the estuary, and makes a significant contribution to the environment of the town. 

Land to the north of Carnsew Pool: 

This low lying spit of sand and shingle allows important visual links extending across the Hayle estuary towards 

Lelant from within the town itself. As such it is a significant and valuable open space within the built up area of 

Hayle.’ 

Character and Appearance of Conservation Areas, Policy TV-6 

There are two of these sites within 1km of the proposed development site. One of the sites includes historic 

parts of Hayle including parts of Hayle Harbour, Penpol, the Foundry, Copperhouse and parts of Phillack. The 

other site covers parts of Lelant approximately 1km west of the proposed development site. 

‘Proposals for development which would affect a conservation area must not conflict with the objective to 

preserve or enhance the character or appearance of the area in terms of scale, siting, design and materials. 

Developments which would have an adverse effect on the character, appearance or architectural and historic 

importance of a conservation area will not be permitted’ 
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Hayle Town Centres and Harbour, Proposals TV-D: 

This designation covers the parts of the proposed development that lie within Hayle Harbour. 

‘All three quays are prominent within the town and from various viewpoints around the estuary. Despite their 

present air of dereliction the area of the harbour has a distinctive character which is inextricably linked to the 

town's industrial heritage. It is vital that redevelopment proposals respect the special character of the area and 

provide for the retention of structures and features which provide the historical context of the harbour’ 

Development of tourism facilities and attractions, Policy TM-9 

This site covers the area of chalet development in Riviere Towans which lies immediately north of the Hilltop 

and Hayle Harbour parts of the proposed development. 

‘Within Riviere Towans chalet site proposals for replacement chalets, extensions or other structures will be 

permitted where they are of a single storey design which is in keeping with the overall character of the site’ 

Annex 7F contains details of further policies which are relevant to the landscape character and visual context 

of the proposed development. 

 

7.3 Approach and methodology 

7.3.1 Introduction 

The assessment method adopted in this chapter has been based on accepted methodologies set out within 

published guidance on landscape assessment and landscape and visual impact assessment, produced by the 

Countryside Agency (2002) and the Landscape Institute and Institute of Environmental Management and 

Assessment (2002). These guidelines aim to establish certain principles, to ensure integrity and consistency of 

approach. The appraisal is also based upon current principles and thinking related to ‘sustainable 

development’ and ‘environmental capital’, enshrined in Government guidance .  In line with accepted 

methodology, the assessment comprises two key elements; establishing the baseline conditions and 

assessing the significance of potential impacts. 

7.3.2 Baseline conditions 

The baseline survey established the existing landscape and visual situation as it was at the time of 

assessment, prior to development. This information is important as it forms the basis against which to 

compare the conditions that are likely to result from the development proposal to establish any changes in the 

fabric, character and value of both the rural and urban landscape and significant changes in views as a result 

of the development. 
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Defining Quality 

In determining the significance of landscape/townscape and visual effects of the proposed development at 

Hayle Harbour, the quality (condition) and sensitivity of the existing landscape/townscape and visual resource 

are first considered. 

The assessment determines the baseline quality of the landscape/townscape and the quality of the visual 

baseline using the following criteria: 

Landscape quality.  This is a function of the extent to which the character of a landscape type/area is 

demonstrated in a particular area, in terms of presence of key characteristics and absence of typical and 

incongruous features.  It also depends upon the state of repair of elements in the landscape and the integrity 

or intactness of the landscape. 

Scenic quality.  This depends upon perception and reflects the particular combination and pattern of 

elements in the landscape, its aesthetic qualities, its more intangible sense of place or ‘genius loci’ and other 

more intangible qualities; 

Rarity.  The presence of rare features and elements in the landscape, or the presence of a rare landscape 

character type; 

Conservation interests.  The presence of features of wildlife, earth science or archaeological or historical 

importance adds value to the landscape and has considerable value in its own right; 

Associations.  Whether the landscape is associated with particular people, artists, writers, or other media, or 

events in history; 

Tranquillity.  Relates to low levels of built development, traffic, noise and artificial light 

Table 7—1 Criteria used in the identification of valued landscapes 

The assessment of baseline conditions consisted of two key elements: 

• Landscape Assessment 

• Visual Assessment 
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7.3.2.1 Assessment of landscape baseline 

The landscape assessment was undertaken to categorise the surrounding landscape into distinct character 

areas in order to understand the sensitivity and capacity of the existing landscape to accommodate 

development. The assessment identified any landscape character issues that may constrain the site’s 

development and whether there are any particular characteristics of the local landscape that should be 

reflected in the design and layout of any development.  

Current guidance on landscape assessment encourages a distinct division between the characterisation 

process and the making of judgements to inform decision making, as follows:  

Landscape Characterisation is the process of identifying areas of distinctive landscape character, classifying 

and mapping them and describing their character.  Simply, it is a way of understanding the site and its context.  

With reference to the Countryside Character Map of England (Countryside Agency 1999), the Cornwall 

Landscape Assessment, 1994 (Countryside Commission 1994), the Historic characterisation for regeneration, 

Hayle (The Cornwall and Scilly Urban Survey 2005) and through field work carried out by LDA Design, the 

character of the landscape and townscape has been assessed at a national, regional and local scale and is 

described in the baseline conditions section of this report. 

Making judgements - Landscape Characterisation has been followed by making judgements about the 

landscape.  In the case of this environmental impact assessment, judgements about the 

landscape/townscape:  

• Clearly and robustly identify what is important about the landscape/townscape around the Hayle 

Harbour site, and within the proposed development site itself 

• Make a judgement as to the nature of the impacts of the proposed development on the 

landscape/townscape character 

• Identify the measures necessary to mitigate the landscape impacts that might result from 

development 

With regard to the criteria for making judgements for the assessment of baseline landscape conditions, it is 

generally accepted that there is a degree of subjectivity in making such judgements.  However, in coming to a 

conclusion about the degree of impact the following factors are taken into account: 

7.3.2.2 Landscape condition 

Landscape condition is based on judgements about the physical state of the landscape, its intactness from 

visual and functional perspectives and the state of repair of individual features which make up the character of 

the area. 
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7.3.2.3 Landscape value 

Landscape value is concerned with the relative value that is attached to different landscapes.  For this study a 

number of criteria have been used in the identification of valued landscapes.  These are set out in table 7.1 

above. 

7.3.2.4 Sensitivity and capacity 

Consideration of sensitivity and capacity allows a judgement to be made about the ability of the area to accept 

change without adverse consequences for its character.  In determining sensitivity and capacity consideration 

was given to the following criteria: 

• Landscape sensitivity which is the degree to which a particular landscape character type or area can 

accommodate change without unacceptable detrimental effects on character. Sensitivity is not 

absolute, but is likely to vary according to the type of change being considered 

• Landscape capacity is linked to sensitivity and deals with the amount of change of a particular type 

which a landscape can accept without adverse effects on landscape character 

• Landscape robustness, in which a very robust landscape will have low sensitivity and a high capacity 

to accept change, while a landscape that is not robust will be very sensitive and will not have much 

capacity to accept change 

Receptor 

sensitivity 

Typical criteria 

High A landscape type or area of particularly distinctive character which can only tolerate 

relatively small change of a particular type and scale without unacceptable adverse effects 

on its character. 

Moderate A landscape type or area which can potentially tolerate moderate change of a particular 

type and scale without unacceptable adverse effects on its character. 

Low A landscape type or area which can potentially tolerate substantial change of a particular 

type and scale without unacceptable adverse effects on its character. 

Table 7—2 Landscape receptor sensitivity 

7.3.2.5 Assessment of visual baseline 

Visual impacts relate solely to changes in available views of the landscape and the effects of those changes on 

people. Hence, visual impact assessment is concerned with; the direct impacts of the development upon views 

from the surrounding landscape and properties through both introduction of new built form, removal of existing 
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features and the overall impact on visual amenity.  In order to make this assessment it is necessary to 

understand the visual context of the site development. 

A visual assessment of the site has been undertaken and based on the standard methodology of visual impact 

assessment, as set out in The Landscape Institute and Institute of Environmental Management and 

Assessment (2002) ‘Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment’. 

Assessment of baseline visual characteristics involved desk and field surveys to identify the sites visual 

relationship with the surrounding landscape.  This included: 

• An assessment of the site’s visual relationship with the surrounding landscape and an on site  analysis 

of the extent of surrounding areas within which all or part of the site can be seen 

• The identification of key viewpoints and an on site assessment of their relative sensitivity to change, 

including the extent of the site visible, the number and type of potential visual receptors and the likely 

duration of the view. The criteria for assessing viewpoint sensitivity are set out below 

Viewpoint 

sensitivity 

Typical criteria 

High Views with particularly distinctive visual attributes that are susceptible to relatively small changes 

and where the composition of visual receptor groups has an overall high level of sensitivity to 

change 

Moderate Views comprising moderately valued visual attributes, which are reasonably tolerant of change 

and where the composition of visual receptor groups has an overall moderate level of sensitivity 

to change 

Low Views comprising relatively unimportant visual attributes that are potentially tolerant of 

substantial change and where the composition of visual receptor groups has an overall low level 

of sensitivity to change; 

Table 7—3 Criteria for assessing viewpoint sensitivity 
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Receptor 

sensitivity 

Typical criteria 

High Viewers with propriety interest in their surroundings and prolonged viewing opportunities. 

Moderate Viewers with a moderate awareness and focus on their surroundings 

Low Viewers with a passing awareness of and focus on their surroundings 

Table 7—4 Visual receptor sensitivity 

7.3.3 Assessment of predicted potential impacts  

7.3.3.1 Landscape impact assessment 

Landscape impacts are changes in the fabric, character and quality of the landscape as a result of 

development. Hence landscape impact assessment is concerned with; direct and indirect impacts on specific 

landscape elements, more subtle effects upon the overall pattern of elements that give rise to the landscape 

character, and impacts upon recognised areas of value. 

The significance of the landscape impacts have been assessed by comparing the magnitude of the predicted 

changes with the sensitivity of the landscape affected.  The criteria for assessing the magnitude of change, 

significance of landscape/townscape impacts and the effect of the impacts are set out below in tables 7.5, 7.6 

and 7.7 

Landscape impacts have been assessed for both the construction period and the operational phases at year 1 

and year 15.  Impacts have been considered for both summer and winter. Year 1 is defined as the first year 

after all construction is complete. 

7.3.3.2 Visual impact assessment 

The significance of visual impacts depends on the sensitivity of the viewpoints affected and the magnitude of 

change.  The assessment of visual impacts involved: 

• Assessing the extent of visibility of the proposed development in the surrounding landscape  

• Describing the changes to the view from key viewpoints and properties and assessing the magnitude 

of change of the views which would be experienced from these viewpoints 

• Evaluating the significance of these impacts by comparing the magnitude of change in views with the 

sensitivity of the viewpoint. Viewpoints of high sensitivity might include views from residential 
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properties or important public routes, whilst viewpoints of low sensitivity might include views from 

industrial estates, refer to Annex 7G for key receptor groups 

For key viewpoints visual impacts have been assessed for construction and operation phases for Year 1 and 

Year 15 both in summer and winter.  

Criteria for assessing magnitude of change, visual impact significance and the effect of the impact are set out 

below in tables 7.5, 7.6 and 7.7. 

Magnitude  Receptor Typical criteria 

Landscape/townscape Total loss of, or major alteration to, key 

elements/features/characteristics of the baseline (i.e. pre-

development landscape) and/or introduction of elements 

considered to totally alter the attributes of the receiving 

landscape. 

Large 

Visual Total or major alteration to key elements, features or 

characteristics of the baseline view, such that post development, 

the view would be fundamentally changed. Substantial change to 

the existing view which would be experienced by large numbers of 

people on a regular or permanent basis and/or would result in 

significant visual obstruction or intrusion. 

Landscape/townscape Partial loss of or alteration to one or more key elements/ features/ 

characteristics of the baseline (i.e. pre-development landscape) 

and/or introduction of elements that may be prominent but may 

not necessarily be considered to substantially alter the attributes 

of the receiving landscape. 

Medium 

Visual Partial alteration to one or more key elements, features or 

characteristics of the baseline view, such that post development 

the view would be partially changed. Noticeable change to the 

existing view which would be experienced on an occasional or 

regular basis by many viewers. 

Small Landscape/townscape Minor loss of or alteration to one or more key elements/ features/ 

characteristics of the baseline (i.e. pre development landscape) 

and/or introduction of elements that may not be uncharacteristic 

when set within the attributes of the receiving landscape. 
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Magnitude  Receptor Typical criteria 

Visual Minor alteration to one or more key elements, features or 

characteristics of the baseline view, such that post development 

the change would be discernible but the underlying nature of the 

view would remain similar to the baseline. Minor change to the 

existing view which would be experienced by small numbers of 

people, or viewed on an intermittent or occasional basis. 

Landscape/townscape Very minor loss or alteration to one or more key elements/ 

features/ characteristics of the baseline (i.e. pre-development 

landscape or view) and/or introduction of elements that are not 

uncharacteristic with the surrounding landscape – approximately 

the ‘no-change’ situation. 

Negligible 

Visual Very minor alteration to one or more key elements, features or 

characteristics of the baseline view, such that post development 

the change would be barely discernible, approximating to the “no 

change” situation. Barely perceptible change to the existing view, 

approximating the existing baseline situation. 

Table 7—5 Magnitude of change 

  Magnitude of change 

  Large Medium Small Negligible 

High Major Major Moderate No impact 

Moderate Moderate Moderate Minor No impact 

R
ec

ep
to

r 

S
en

si
tiv

ity
 

Low Moderate Minor Minor No impact 

Table 7—6 Significance criteria for landscape and visual impacts 
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Level of effect Definition 

Adverse (-)  Effect that would result in damage to the quality and integrity of the landscape and visual 

resource 

Neutral (o) Effect that would maintain, on balance, the existing level of quality of the landscape and 

visual resource.  Whilst the nature of the change may be significant, the proposal does 

not compromise the inherent qualities of the resource and can incorporate a combination 

of positive and negative effects. 

Beneficial (+) Effect that would result in an improvement in the quality and integrity in the landscape 

and visual resource 

Table 7—7 Level of effect for landscape and visual impacts 

7.3.3.3 Important considerations in methodology 

Current government policy such as PPS1 Delivering Sustainable Development (ODPM, 2005) stresses that well 

designed sustainable development can contribute positively to its context and result in a place with visual 

quality and identity.  This assessment therefore does not take the view that new development would always 

have a negative visual impact. The impact significance and the magnitude of change are quantitative 

assessments while the level of effect is a qualitative assessment. As a result a major or moderate impact can 

be assessed as having either a beneficial, adverse or neutral effect.  

Visual impacts on viewpoints relatively close to the development would principally be a result of finished 

detailed design and on the personal values of the viewer.  This assessment is of an illustrative masterplan as 

part of an outline planning application and therefore the detailed and architectural design of the development 

had not been established.  Views in close proximity to the site have been assessed against the scale and 

massing shown in the illustrative masterplan and the illustrations showing general character of different 

aspects of the development.  

7.3.4 Mitigation 

Ways to avoid, reduce, remedy or compensate for significant landscape and visual impacts and better 

integrate the development into its context have been analysed and described.  
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7.3.5 Cumulative impacts 

Cumulative landscape and visual effects are a result of additional changes to the landscape and visual amenity 

caused by the proposed development in conjunction with other ‘foreseeable’ developments which may also 

affect the way in which the landscape is experienced.   

Cumulative impact assessment considers the cumulative impacts of a number of changes resulting from 

relevant foreseeable developments, each separately may result in insignificant changes but taken together may 

be more significant. Relevant ‘foreseeable developments’ have been identified and are assessed in conjunction 

with the Hayle Harbour site.  Other developments assessed in the cumulative impacts section include; 

• Foundry Square 

• Copperhouse waterside walkway 

• Wave Hub 

• A30 Hayle retail park 

• St Erth Park and Ride 

• Loggins Mill  

Within this report cumulative impacts are assessed in two areas: 

1. Cumulative landscape impacts 

2. Cumulative visual impacts 

Cumulative landscape impacts looks at the impact that the proposed Hayle Harbour development, in 

conjunction with each of the identified developments in turn, would have on the fabric, character, condition 

and value of the landscape.  Judgements on cumulative landscape impacts follow the same methodology as 

described previously in this section but look at proposed development sites together to assess their combined 

impact.  The criteria listed in table 7.5, 7.6 and 7.7 are used but the impacts are additional impacts on top of 

those that each individual site would have on its own.   

Cumulative visual impacts assess the impact that the proposed Hayle Harbour development, in conjunction 

with each of the identified developments, would have on general visual amenity and on key viewpoints.  

Cumulative visual impacts look at 3 types of visual interaction:  

• Intervisibility: where one or more sites can be seen from another site 

• Simultaneous views: where one or more sites are simultaneously visible from another point in the 

landscape, but screened from each other 
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• Sequential views: where sites may not be intervisible or seen at the same time but which are seen 

sequentially whilst travelling 

Judgements on the sensitivity and potential impacts on views follow the same methodology as outlined 

previously in this section but look at the combined impacts of more than one site.  The criteria are the same as 

those used in table 7.6 and 7.7 but are additional impacts on top of those that the individual sites would have 

on their own.  The same key viewpoints are used as those for the Hayle Harbour visual appraisal.   

 

7.4 Baseline conditions 

The following is a description of the baseline landscape and visual conditions and includes the following: 

• an examination of the character and condition of the site and its landscape context, to provide a 

baseline against which the potential change resulting from the development can be compared 

• an examination of the visual prominence and characteristics of the proposed development site and 

identifies key viewpoints and determines their sensitivity as a basis for assessing the impact of the 

proposals on views and visual amenity 

7.4.1 Landscape character 

7.4.1.1 National context 

‘Countryside Character, Volume 8: South West’ published by the Countryside Agency establishes the wider 

landscape context of the site at a national scale. Hayle and the development site are located within Character 

Area 152 ‘Cornish Killas’. The Countryside Agency (1999) (2) highlight the relevant key characteristics of this 

area as: 

• Undulating slate plateau with little woodland and few hedgerow trees 

• Numerous broadleaved wooded valleys, varying greatly in size. Northern valleys generally narrow and 

densely wooded 

• Rugged coastal scenery. Exposed and windswept cliffs in the north with limited access to the sea 

• Generally a dispersed settlement pattern of hamlets, farmsteads and small fishing villages 

• Variable field pattern dominated by stone-built Cornish hedges 

• Important archaeological and industrial-archaeological sites 

These descriptions provide a very broad landscape context for the study area and possibly give some general 

indicators of distinctive local character. 
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7.4.1.2 Regional context 

A Cornwall-wide partnership has been formed to produce an assessment of the Character of Cornwall. Known 

at this time as the Cornwall & the Isles of Scilly Landscape Character Study this project is not yet completed. 

Therefore ‘Cornwall Landscape Assessment, 1994’ published by the Countryside Commission has been used 

to gain an understanding of the landscape of Cornwall. It is, however, recognised that this document has been 

published for 13 years and there may be some change to the document findings.  

‘Cornwall Landscape Assessment 1994’ (countryside Commission, 1994) places the development site at Hayle 

Harbour within the St Ives Bay landscape character area. The key characteristics of this area are summarised 

as: 

• North facing, broad bay with sandy beaches and gently undulating landform 

• Alluvial deposits from the River Hayle and associated marshes are characteristic 

• Windblown sand and dunes (towans) form significant and important habitats 

• Important estuarine habitats 

• Land use is dominated by urban developments of St Ives, Carbis Bay and Hayle 

• Tree cover is restricted, occurring further inland with some arable and pasture land 

The Countryside Commission. (1994). 

7.4.1.3 Local context 

Penwith Local Plan 

While there is no local landscape character assessment for Penwith, the local plan describes the quality of the 

landscape, towns and villages within Penwith and the strength of the character within the district. The plan 

refers to the combination of outstanding rural and coastal landscape, varied mix of towns and villages and the 

wealth of sites of historic, archaeological and ecological importance.  

Historic characterisation for regeneration, Hayle 

The Cornwall and Scilly Urban Survey report called; Historic characterisation for regeneration, Hayle’, (The 

Cornwall and Scilly Urban Survey, 2005) has been referred to in determining and describing the townscape 

character areas for Hayle.  

Character areas 

The local character context has been identified through field work and desk study. Local character context has 

been divided into 3 sections: 
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1 The site – the character and condition of the site itself 

2 Landscape character areas - single, unique areas that have a discrete geographical area. Identifying 

these character areas provides a more detailed understanding of the setting of the proposed 

development site and enables more detailed judgements to be made about the potential impacts that 

the proposed development would have on the landscape 

3 Townscape character areas – a brief look at the character of the built context to the proposed 

development site 

For the location of each of the character areas mentioned below, refer to Annexes 7B and 7C.  

7.4.1.4 The site 

While the estuary and its setting are highly regarded for their scenic quality much of what can be seen today is 

a result of human activity. The character and appearance of the site and its immediate context is largely 

dependant on how the land has been used and manipulated through time. 

A full description of the site is located in chapter 2 of this report. This chapter will focus on the existing 

landscape character, condition, value, sensitivity and capacity of the landscape character areas that make up 

the site and its surroundings. 

The assessment of the landscape and townscape baseline identified seventeen different landscape and 

townscape character areas which define the character of the proposed development site and its surroundings. 

The proposed development site falls within three out of the seventeen different landscape and townscape 

character areas described below. (see Annexes 7B and 7C). The three character areas that proposed 

development site falls within are: 

• Area B: Riviere and Hayle Towans landscape area 

• Area D: Philack Valley Side landscape area  

• Area I: Hayle Harbour townscape area 

7.4.1.5 Landscape character areas 

The character areas identified by the landscape and townscape baseline assessment are described below:  
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Area A: Upton, Phillack and Common Towans  

 

Figure 7—1 Upton, Phillack and Common Towans 

Upton, Phillack and Common Towans (dunes) are an extensive area of undulating dune grassland which forms 

the edge to the sandy beaches of St Ives Bay. They are formed fairly recently in historic terms burying 

medieval settlements and sites in a series of inundations.  This area is defined by the following features: 

• Properties within the dunes are mainly used as seasonal holiday accommodation in the form of 

caravan and chalet parks 

• Groundcover is generally formed by low lying vegetation predominantly dune grassland and scrub 

• The dunes are used as rough summer grazing  

• Access is possible through a series of informal tracks 

• Upton, Phillack and Common Towans have a close visual relationship with Hayle, forming the 

predominant skyline on the north side of the estuary from the town 

• Their physical and visual presence in Hayle means they form an important part of the town’s 

landscape setting 

• Undulating topography and vegetation create a semi enclosed character 

The landscape condition of this character area is compromised by: 

• The presence of many visually intrusive overhead electricity cables  

• Holiday accommodation which does not always respect the character of the area 
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• Evidence of industrial use in the dunes including the historically important National Explosive Works 

from the late 19t h and early 20t h century in Upton Towans  

This area is sensitive to development due to its rural, tranquil and scenic qualities which are highly valued. The 

extent to which previous development has begun to compromise its character, also leaves the area sensitive to 

further uncharacteristic change. The sensitivity of this character area is judged to be high. 
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Area B: Riviere and Hayle Towans 

 

Figure 7—2 Riviere and Hayle Towans  

 

Figure 7—3 Riviere and Hayle Towans  

Riviere and Hayle Towans is an area of undulating dune grassland separated from the beach and the estuary 

by a low but steep and rocky cliffline.  This area is defined by the following features: 

• The dunes have been used intensively for tourist accommodation and residential properties 

• Range of community facilities are present including a public house, post office, cricket club and 

children’s play areas  
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• Access to properties and formal visitor parking is provided by country lanes and informal tracks.  

• Groundcover is generally formed by low lying vegetation predominantly grass and scrub with few 

isolated pines trees 

• Natural groundcover has been replaced with landscaped parkland, typically composed of mown 

grass around the caravan and chalet parks 

• Riviere and Hayle Towans have a close visual relationship with the town of Hayle and Lelant Towans 

on the west side of the River Hayle 

• Undulating topography and vegetation create a semi enclosed character 

• Low density development means Riviere and Hayle Towans have a relatively rural character 

Landscape condition of the character area has been compromised by: 

• Seasonal caravan and chalet resorts and landscape treatment which is uncharacteristic of the 

surrounding landscape 

• Evidence of industrial activity within the dunes close to the harbour 

• Presence of over head power lines 

Previous uncharacteristic development has placed the valued elements of the area at risk leaving the character 

area sensitive to further uncharacteristic development. The sensitivity of this character area is judged to be 

moderate due the extent to which activity and particularly industrial activity has left the area lacking overall 

coherence. 
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Area C: Lelant Towans 

 

Figure 7—4 Lelant Towans 

Lelant Towans lies to the west of the Hayle Estuary from Riviere and Hayle Towans. Lelant Towans is 

dominated by West Cornwall Golf Course and the Penzance – St Ives branch line.  

• The dunes sit on top of a low but steep and rocky cliffline which rises to the higher granite ridge of 

West Penwith behind Carbis Bay and St Ives 

• Undulating dune grassland compose the landform on the coastal side of the railway line  

• On the land side of the railway the dune grassland has been replaced with closely mown grass of the 

golf course 

• Lelant Towans has a close visual relationship with Hayle, framing views out to the beach and ocean 

from the town  

• Lelant Church (St Uny’s) forms a very distinctive and prominent landscape feature on the skyline  

• There are few dispersed buildings within this character area, mainly associated with the golf course 

and the railway line 

• Scenic views from the railway line and footpaths in the area are highly regarded 

• The conversion of land to a golf course has resulted in a much more open and exposed character 

• The area has a very exposed character 
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The condition of the Lelant Towans character area has been compromised by; 

• Natural landform and vegetation/groundcover being replaced by the golf course 

• Some evidence of industrial activity at the quayside 

• The railway line which runs through the site 

Land on the coastal side of the railway line remains intact while the natural characteristics of the landward side 

have been replaced by the golf course. The sensitivity of this character area is judged to be high due to the 

prominence of Lelant Towans in the setting of Hayle and the apparent absence of intrusive features within the 

area. 
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Area D: Phillack Valley Side 

 

Figure 7—5 Phillack Valley Side 

The Phillack Valley Side character area lies to the south of the extensive area of Common Towans on the 

shallow south facing slope to Copperhouse Pool. The character area is defined by the following 

characteristics: 

• South facing shallow valley sides 

• Predominantly arable farmland 

• Large regular field pattern defined by Cornish hedges 

• The plantation north of Clifton Terrace and the tree planting around Phillack and King George V 

Memorial Walk form important landscape elements in this character area 

• Settlements include Riviere farmstead and Phillack churchtown 

• Main access through the area is along Churchtown Road which provides access between Phillack 

and The Towans 

• Remaining access is provided as informal tracks 

• Highly visible overhead power lines run across the higher, northern edge of the character area 

• The proximity to Hayle and activity through the area restricts the feeling of tranquillity in the area 

• The area has a very exposed character 

The landscape condition of the Phillack Slopes character area has been compromised by; 
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• The visual presence of uncharacteristic tourist development adjacent to the area 

• Overhead power lines running through the area 

The landscape elements that define this character area are relatively robust, however the exposed rural 

character and the relationship to Hayle result in the sensitivity of the character area being assessed as 

moderate. 
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Area E: Trevethoe Slopes 

 

Figure 7—6 Trevethoe Slopes 

The Trevethoe Slopes character area is defined by the following characteristics; 

• Large regular field pattern with predominantly arable use 

• Hedgerow field boundaries, with few hedgerow trees 

• Settlements in the area are mainly remote farmsteads with some seasonal holiday parks 

• Gently undulating landform, generally east facing 

• Landform rises to the hillforts at Trencrom and Trink Hill with an exposed and open character 

• Numerous broadleaved wooded valleys 

Trevethoe Slopes character area remains relatively intact; the underlying characteristics of the area are in good 

condition with very occasional detracting features, such as the seasonal holiday parks. The sensitivity of the 

Trevethoe character area is considered to be high.  
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Area F: Lelant Slopes 

 

Figure 7—7 Lelant Slopes 

The Lelant Slopes character area is defined by the following characteristics;  

• Smaller and more irregularly shaped field pattern than the neighbouring Trevethoe Slopes character 

area 

• Arable and pastoral use 

• Few remote farmsteads  

• Gently sloping south facing valley side 

• Hedgerow field boundaries with few hedgerow trees 

• Field boundaries, vegetation and topography create a semi enclosed character 

Lelant Slopes character area remains relatively intact; the underlying characteristics of the area are in good 

condition. The sensitivity of this character area is judged to be high. 
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Area G: South Hayle Slopes 

 

Figure 7—8 South Hayle Slopes 

The South Hayle Slopes character area is defined by the following characteristics;  

• Predominantly arable farmland with some diversification including Hayle Golf Club and camping 

facilities 

• Medium to large, regular field pattern 

• Hedgerow field boundaries with occasional hedgerow trees 

• Numerous broadleaved wooded valleys 

• Gently undulating landform, generally north facing 

• The character area has several main roads running through it, including the A30 

• Settlements are predominantly in the form of remote farmsteads and small hamlets, with some 

holiday villages and campsites 

• There are several disused tips and shafts within the area 

• Vegetation and the landform create a semi enclosed character 

The condition of the South Hayle Slopes character area has been compromised by; 

• Development of uncharacteristic settlements such as holiday villages 

• The presence of disused tips and shafts 
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• Roads 

The fragmented landscape condition of this area means that the sensitivity of the character area is judged to 

be moderate. 
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Area H: West Hayle Valley 

 

Figure 7—9 West Hayle Valley 

The West Hayle Valley character area is defined by the following characteristics; 

• Wide valley with shallow valley sides 

• The area is intersected by important transport links such as the A30, B3301 and train line 

• Varied land use including; some arable and pastoral farmland, golf course, driving range, go karting, 

wildlife sanctuary and industrial uses including sewerage works 

• Vegetation includes shelter planting along the main roads and train line and areas of broadleaved 

woodland 

The condition of this character area has been compromised by the type of uses and dominance of transport 

corridors in the area. The sensitivity of the West Hayle Valley character area is judged to be low. 
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7.4.1.6 Townscape character areas 

Hayle is a unique town. Its development has been shaped by distinct centres and focal points. Pre-industrial 

patterns of settlement saw a landscape of scattered churchtowns and estate/farm centres. However, it was the 

industrial revolution of the 18t h and 19t h centuries that had the most significant impact on the development of the 

town.  

During the industrial revolution rival centres were established at Copperhouse and Foundry. Despite both 

centres being based around industrial companies the two places have evolved in contrasting ways, their 

distinct character shapes the present form of the town. This competition has also shaped the development of 

the water area of Hayle Harbour and its associated estuaries in a way which has significantly determined the 

visual context of Hayle’s townscape.  

The town has been divided into nine distinct character areas.  For the location of the townscape character 

areas refer to Annex 7C. 
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Area I: Foundry 

 

Figure 7—10 Foundry 

 

Figure 7—11 Foundry 

The Foundry character area is defined by the following characteristics:  

• The area has an industrial past that has helped to shape development over time. The area became 

established as a small foundry and engineering works at Carnsew in 1779 

• The railway viaduct forms an important landscape feature within this character area, it lies in Foundry 

Square its scale and form create a distinctive and important backdrop to the harbour 
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• Foundry square is the most impressive area within the town. The scale and detailing of the 

surrounding architecture displays a grandeur and distinctly urban character not matched to the same 

extent elsewhere in Hayle 

• Larger scale 3 storey civic buildings are more common in the Foundry than elsewhere in Hayle 

• The Foundry forms a secondary commercial focus in the town after Copperhouse. The Foundry is 

particularly important for banks, post office, cafes and local shops 

• Commercial activity was restricted to Foundry square, on the fringes residential properties were 

extended with single storey commercial units in front gardens. These units remain as a distinctive 

feature of the character area 

• The important remains of the foundry complex represents the best surviving industrial group in the 

town 

• Housing was mainly built in the form of large villas for the Foundry family and managers.  The large 

villas set in their mature landscaped grounds are a distinctive feature of the area 

• The public realm in Foundry Square is generally of low quality and dominated by traffic 

• Occasional rows of high density industrial housing 

The condition of this character area is compromised by the quality of the public realm, the gaps in the 

townscape left by the removal of industrial buildings and the dominance of traffic through the area.  

The associations and heritage of this area along with dominant features such as the railway viaduct result in 

the Foundry character area being judged as having high sensitivity to change. 
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Area J: Copperhouse 

 

Figure 7—12 Copperhouse 

The Copperhouse character area is defined by the following characteristics;  

• Established as a copper smelting works in 1758 

• Copperhouse developed mainly through the activities of The Cornish Copper Company  

• Developed as a commercial centre and remains as the commercial heart of Hayle 

• 19t h century shopfronts are an important feature of the area. Poor shopfronts degrade the streetscape 

• The grid of high density terraced housing built for the workforce laid over the rising hillside forms the 

most distinctly urban character area in the town 

• Extensive use of scoria block which is a locally distinctive building material made from a waste 

product of copper smelting 

• Historically an intensively industrial area, though major historic buildings have been demolished 

• Industrial character is retained through remaining elements such as the canal and dock 

• Continued warehouse/manufacture use within the industrial housing stock south of Copperhouse 

Pool 

• Public realm is dominated by the main spine road and is generally of low quality 

• Elements of the CCCo survive but are not celebrated 
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• Residential ribbon development is a key characteristic of the area 

• Spine road and land to the north is reclaimed land 

• Built form dominated by residential two storey scale with some industrial and civic buildings at larger 

scale 

• Most of the houses have little or no front gardens, but generally long back gardens producing a 

distinctive urban grain 

The condition of the Copperhouse character area is compromised by the low quality of the public realm, 

dominance of traffic through the area, poor shop fronts and empty/disused buildings. The sensitivity of this 

character area is judged to be moderate.  
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Area K: Hayle Harbour 

 

Figure 7—13 Hayle Harbour 

 

Figure 7—14 Hayle Harbour 

Hayle Harbour is the largest harbour on the north coast of Cornwall. Originally a natural estuary its form and 

character were significantly altered as it became a major centre of industry and international trade in the 

nineteenth century. The harbour is of international significance as one of 10 designated areas within the 

Cornwall and West Devon Mining Landscape World Heritage Site. However extensive 20 century demolitions 

have left the harbour, remaining buildings and quay walls in very poor repair. The character area is defined by 

the following features: 
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• Part of the land that makes up the docks is man made including surrounding roads such as Penpol 

Terrace, Commercial Road and Fore Street, generally flat and low lying land 

• The character of the harbour is shaped by the way it has been used through industry 

• Harbour land has mainly been left derelict leaving a poor visual condition 

• The majority of buildings in the harbour have been removed leaving large areas of derelict land and 

desolate character 

• The scale and views over the estuary contribute significantly to the character of the harbour by 

providing a very open and exposed character 

• Quay walls are in a poor state of repair, and have collapsed in places 

• Carnsew and Copperhouse Pool form dominant landscape features 

• Retains an industrial character from the remaining quay sides presence of derelict industrial features 

• Limited industrial activity still present, including fishing of some local significance 

• Evidence of the network of rail lines remain across the harbour 

• Vegetation is sparse but is generally regenerative scrub and dune scrub 

• Broad open spaces around the estuary have a significant positive influence over the character of the 

town 

• The harbour landscape is valued for the views it offers over the estuary and coast 

• The cliff which leads up to Riviere Towans forms an important landscape feature within the character 

area 

The Triangular Spit forms a distinctive man-made landscape element within the Hayle Harbour character area. 

Developed at around the same time as North and South Quay it has evolved separately. The vegetation cover 

of the Triangular Spit distinguishes it from the rest of the harbour. Groundcover comprises an area of liverwort 

over compacted ground to the north west of the spit. The rest of the spit has more substantial areas of dune 

grassland and dune scrub. This relatively dense vegetation cover coupled with the sand deposits on the north 

and west edge of the spit creates a more natural coastal character than other parts of the harbour character 

area. The exposed characteristics of the spit make it more sensitive to development than other areas of the 

Hayle Harbour character area. 

The harbour has been left in poor condition and many of the buildings associated with its industrial past have 

gone. The landscape has proved to be more robust; whilst also in poor condition, much of the engineering 

associated with the quay sides and wharf is still intact and provide the defining elements of the area.  
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The scale and basic infrastructure of the harbour means it has a high capacity to absorb change. The urban 

tradition of the site and the history of large scale buildings together with degraded character make change to 

the existing character acceptable. The specific landscape features of the site that have survived are in need of 

repair or maintenance if they are to be retained. Proposed change needs to be high quality and to protect the 

qualities defined by the World Heritage Site designation. The sensitivity of the Hayle Harbour character area to 

change is judged to be moderate to low.   
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Area L: Penpol  

 

Figure 7—15 Penpol 

This area lies between the two settlements of Copperhouse and Foundry. The main characteristics of the 

character area are highlighted below: 

• Development lies on the shallow, north facing valley side to Copperhouse Pool and the low lying, flat 

man-made land around Penpol Terrace and Hayle Terrace  

• Main built form comprises mid 19t h century terraces built for the professional classes, Hayle Terrace, 

Penpol Terrace and Clifton Terrace all built to take advantage of views over the harbour 

• 19t h century development aimed to provide an urban focus here including church of St Elwyn 

• Generally poor quality public realm dominated by the B3301 main spine road 

• Penpol Creek forms an important landscape element within this character area 

• Further residential linear development which is a distinctive characteristic of Hayle 

• Exotic planting public art and memorials make up part of the distinctive linear park on the line of the 

old rail line along Penpol Quay 

• Centre around Merchant Curnow’s Quay dates from the 18t h century 

• General open and exposed character to the area especially to buildings and public realm along 

Penpol Terrace due to the proximity to the harbour and estuary 
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The condition of the Penpol townscape is compromised by the low quality of the public realm and the 

dominance of traffic on the B3301 spine road. Proximity to vast areas of derelict land at the harbour 

compromises the perception of the Penpol area further. The sensitivity of this character area is judged to be 

moderate. 
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Area M: Hayle South  

 

Figure 7—16 Hayle South 

The Hayle South character area is defined by the following features: 

• Town expansion area 

• Situated on the north west facing valley side to Copperhouse Pool 

• Predominantly residential settlement  

• Other uses include two large schools, Hayle Community School and Bodriggy County Primary School, 

industrial units and farm buildings 

• Generally post 1946 development 

• Simple public realm treatment, in poor condition in places 

• Main routes through the area include St George’s Road and High Lanes 

• Connectivity through the area is generally quite poor with a large number of cul-de-sacs 

The condition of this character area is compromised by a lack of cohesion in the urban fabric and the quality of 

the public realm. The sensitivity of this townscape area is judged to be low. 
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Area N: Phillack Churchtown 

 

Figure 7—17 Phillack Churchtown 

The Phillack Churchtown townscape character area is defined by the following features: 

• Retained a village character despite close links with Copperhouse and the Foundry and the 

associated industrial activity 

• Retains a separate and distinctive townscape to other parts of Hayle 

• Possibly dates from the Iron Age 

• Long history of use as an ecclesiastical centre, settlement was first recorded in 1130 

• Predominantly residential settlement 

• The church at Phillack forms a significant landmark in the character area 

• Significant tree planting provides a distinctive aspect of the townscape 

• Lies on the south facing valley side to Copperhouse Pool 

The underlying characteristics of the Phillack Churchtown townscape character area are largely intact. The 

Sensitivity of this area is judged to be High. 
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Area O: Lelant Churchtown 

 

Figure 7—18 Lelant Churchtown 

The Lelant Churchtown townscape character area is defined by the following features: 

• Predominantly residential settlement 

• Generally large detached houses with large gardens 

• The St-Ives to Penzance train line runs along the eastern edge of the settlement with a park and ride 

station used predominantly by visitors to St Ives 

• St Uny church at Lelant forms a significant landmark in the character area 

• Significant tree planting creates a distinctive image of Lelant 

• The town lies on the south east facing slope to the River Hayle 

The underlying characteristics of Lelant Churchtown are considered to be intact. The sensitivity of this area is 

judged to be high. 
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Area P: Hayle West  

 

Figure 7—19 Hayle West 

The Hayle West townscape character area is defined by the following features: 

• Town expansion area 

• Predominantly residential area 

• Generally post 1946 development 

• Mix of single and two storey mainly detached dwellings 

• Poor connectivity through the area with a large number of cul-de-sacs  

• Main routes through the area are the B3302 and Trelissick Road 

• Low diversity in land and building use, few community facilities  

• Generally simple public realm treatment 

The condition of this character area is compromised by poor connectivity and the lack of diversity in use and 

built form. The sensitivity of this townscape area is judged to be moderate. 
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Area Q: Hayle North  

 

Figure 7—20 Hayle North 

The Hayle North townscape character area is defined by the following features: 

• Town expansion area 

• Predominantly residential area with few local facilities 

• Generally post 1946 development 

• Main route through the area is the B3301 Loggans Road, connectivity is generally poor with many cul-

de-sacs 

• Architecture is not locally distinctive  

• Poor quality public realm treatment 

The condition of this character area is compromised by the quality of the public realm and poor connectivity. 

The sensitivity of this townscape area is judged to be Low 
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7.4.2 Visual context 

This section provides a brief appraisal of the visual characteristics of the proposed development site.  

The Hayle Harbour and Riviere Fields parts of the development site have very different visual contexts. The 

harbour is visible predominantly from the south and west while Riviere fields is more prominent in views from 

the south and east. Both parts of the site are screened from view from the north by topography.  

From the majority of viewpoints the site is seen in the context of Hayle’s existing urban fabric and surrounding 

landscape setting. Views are most commonly seen across the estuary. The railway viaduct, the skyline of the 

sand dunes, scale of the estuary, beach and churches at Phillack, Lelant and Hayle Terrace all form significant 

landscape features around the site. 

The width of the estuary and the shallow tributary valley sides facing down towards the proposed development 

site leave the proposed development site very exposed. While the valley sides to the estuary leave the site 

highly visible at the foot of a natural amphitheatre, they also provide higher ridgelines preventing the proposed 

development site from breaking the skyline in many of the surrounding views. 

The general extent of visibility of the proposed development site is summarised below: 

From the north: 

• Views from the north are limited due to the proximity to the Atlantic Ocean to the north 

• The topography within Hayle, Riviere and Common Towans restricts visibility to a ridgeline 

immediately north of the site boundary on North Quay 

• Some local views will be possible from the chalet properties in the sand dunes 

• Intermittent views from the South West Coast path and car park are possible from the north, however 

these are restricted by the undulating landform of the dunes and the surrounding vegetation 

From the east: 

• Riviere Fields is more prominent than the harbour in views from the east 

• Limited views are available from the east across Copperhouse Pool 

• Distant views are limited by the ridgeline at Conner Downs to St Erth Praze 

• Local views from the east are seen from properties across Hayle and Copperhouse with especially 

prominent views from Penpol Terrace 

• Views from urban areas of Hayle and Copperhouse provide an extensive number of receptors 

• Restricted views of Riviere Fields and North Quay available from public paths around Copperhouse 

Pool 
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From the south: 

• Extensive views are possible from the south across the River Hayle estuary and Carnsew Pool 

• The urban form of Hayle provides a high number of possible receptors 

• Distant views are possible from the ridgelines above St Erth 

• Local views are available from the properties at Carnsew Meadows and the Foundry 

• Views of the site are possible from the South West Coast path 

• Glimpse views will be possible from the B3301 and A30 through gaps in tree planting to the south of 

the site 

From the west: 

• Views from the west are the most expansive 

• Views from the west look across the estuary with the distinctive skyline formed by the Riviere and 

Hayle Towans above the site 

• The extent of the visibility from the west is defined from the important ridgeline at Trencrom Hill, Trink 

Hill and Knill’s Monument (approximately 4-5km from the site). Views of the site can be seen from 

these ridgetops and upper east facing slopes 

• Distant views are possible from the east facing peninsula at St Ives 

• Views from the properties at Lelant are generally restricted to the upper floor of the buildings because 

of the extensive tree planting in the area  

• The most prominent views from the west are from the golf course, church and South West Coast path 

in Lelant Towans 

7.4.2.1 Key viewpoint descriptions 

To illustrate the existing nature and extent of views experienced by visual receptors surrounding the 

development site a number of representative viewpoints from residential and publicly accessible areas have 

been assessed. The views have been divided into three categories: distant, intermediate and local views.  

Local views are classified as those at a distance of up to 1.5km from the site, intermediate views are between 

1.5-3.5km from the site and distant views are those beyond 3.5km. 

For the location of the key viewpoints described below refer to Annex 7E 
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7.4.2.2 Distant views 

The site is visible from a number of distant ridgelines to the east, south and west including Trencrom Hill, Trink 

Hill and Knill’s Monument. 

Viewpoint 1: Trencrom Hill 

 

Figure 7—21 Trencrom Hill 

Trencrom Hill provides extensive views over the whole of West Cornwall, with Mounts Bay to the south and St 

Ives bay to the north. Despite being approximately 4km from Hayle, Trencrom Hill provides clear views over 

the whole of Hayle and its surroundings. The hill itself is an Iron Age hill fort and is a popular visitor destination. 

Views to the site from Trencrom Hill are possible from the footpaths on the east facing side and top of the hill. 

The main receptors at this viewpoint are likely to be visitors using the footpath between Penzance and St Ives 

(St Michael’s Way) which climbs the eastern edge of Trencrom Hill. 

Views are available across the whole site but make up a small and distant part of an extensive 360° panorama. 

The site is visible in its surroundings allowing views of the relationship between the site and the surrounding 

urban form of Hayle and the wider landscape setting. The transitional slopes, woodland and large arable and 

pastoral fields typical of the Trevethoe landscape area make up the foreground with the Hayle Estuary, Hayle 

Harbour and town of Hayle sitting within distant views of the Penwith countryside.  

Given the distance from the proposed development, views from this viewpoint would be dependant on the 

weather. On clear days views over much of the development site would be possible including views over the 

length of South Quay.  The majority of Riviere and Hayle Towans, Riviere Fields, North and East Quay would 

also be visible. Elevated views of the Triangular Spit would also be possible, becoming clearer in the winter 

over tree planting in Lelant. The sensitivity of this viewpoint is judged to be moderate. 
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7.4.2.3 Intermediate views  

Intermediate views of the site include views from properties in Lelant and from important routes such as the 

B3301, the A30, Penzance - St Ives train line and the South West Coast path. Key intermediate viewpoints are 

described below: 

Viewpoint 2: Lelant Saltings Station 

 

Figure 7—22 Lelant Saltings Station 

Lelant Saltings Station provides a park and ride service along the Penzance - St. Ives branch line 

predominantly for visitors to St Ives. The station platform offers panoramic views across Carnsew Pool, Hayle, 

its harbour and its landscape setting.  

Figure 7.22 shows a typical view from the station. Similar views are present across the lower parts of Lelant, 

including the football ground and Lelant Saltings road, though these views are often obstructed by vegetation.  

Lower views to Hayle Harbour are obscured by the Triangular Spit in the foreground. Beyond Hayle Harbour 

the skyline is formed by the distinctive Riviere and Hayle Towans landscape. Riviere Fields, South, East and 

North Quay are all visible. Views of the site are seen in the context of Hayle, its landscape setting and distant 

wooded and open ridgelines beyond. The two churches in Hayle and Phillack provide distinctive landscape 

features within the scene. The sensitivity of this viewpoint is judged to be moderate. 
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Viewpoint 3: The Causeway 

 

Figure 7—23 The Causeway 

The Causeway is the main route into Hayle from the East. The B3301 and the South West Coast Path both run 

along the Causeway, providing vehicular and pedestrian traffic with transient views across Carnsew Pool, 

Lelant and Hayle Harbour. Views to the site can be seen along the length of the Causeway but become 

obstructed by vegetation and the properties at Carnsew Meadows closer to the site. 

Figure 7.23 shows a typical view from the Causeway. The viewpoint provides a good vantage point over the 

distinctive Lelant townscape. The ridgeline at Trencrom Hill and Trink Hill is also visible providing good views 

of the Trevethoe and West Hayle character areas. Views to the beach adjacent to Hayle Towans and Hayle 

Harbour are again obscured by the Triangular Spit and vegetation at Lelant in the foreground. The sand dunes 

and chalet properties of Riviere Towans form a distinctive skyline over Hayle Harbour. Views to the southern 

part of the harbour and the town are blocked by the properties and tree planting along Carnsew Road. The 

sensitivity of this viewpoint is judged to be moderate. 
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7.4.2.4 Local views 

Local views of the site include views from around the estuary, Lelant Towans and from roads, footpaths and 

properties within Hayle. Key local views are described below: 

Viewpoint 4: Lelant Towans 

 

Figure 7—24 Lelant Towans 

This viewpoint can be seen from the section of the South West Coast Path which runs along the Penzance-St 

Ives train line and West Cornwall Golf Club through Lelant Towans. The South West Coast Path is a nationally 

important footpath. Views from Lelant Towans offer clear views over Hayle Harbour, Hayle estuary and the 

beach adjacent to Hayle Towans. This section of railway and coast path are highly regarded for the scenic 

quality of their coastal views. 

Figure 7.24 shows the extents of this viewpoint. Clear views over the beach adjacent to Hayle Towns and the 

Hayle and Riviere Towans character area are possible in the foreground and extend to create the skyline over 

northern parts of the site.  

The site is seen within the context of the rest of the urban fabric of Hayle. Most of the site is highly visible with 

the Triangular Spit being the most prominent part of the site. Beyond the estuary and harbour distant views are 

composed of the Hayle Townscape and the ridgelines surrounding Hayle.  

Many important landscape features are visible from this viewpoint including the railway viaduct in Hayle, the 

beach, the skyline of Riviere and Hayle Towans, and the church at Hayle Terrace. The sensitivity of this 

viewpoint is judged to be high. 
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Viewpoint 5: Hayle Towans 

 

Figure 7—25 Hayle Towans 

This view is from the section of the South West Coast Path which runs through Hayle Towans. The viewpoint is 

accessible from both the South West Coast path and the visitor car parking in Hayle Towans providing access 

to the beach adjacent to Hayle Towans.  

From this viewpoint views are generally orientated towards the section of the beach adjacent to Hayle Towans 

and across the estuary to Lelant Towans and St Uny’s Church. Undulating topography of Hayle Towans 

generally restricts views down to the harbour and town. Some distant views are possible to wooded and open 

ridgelines beyond Hayle.  

The restricted visibility to the harbour and town makes a more rural baseline condition for this viewpoint. Only 

some of the higher parts of the proposed development site are visible, such as Riviere Fields and Hayle 

Towans. The sensitivity of this viewpoint is judged to be high as it is part of a nationally significant footpath. 
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Viewpoint 6: Riviere Farm 

 

Figure 7—26 Riviere Farm 

This viewpoint was taken along Churchtown Road at Riviere Farm. Churchtown Road is a significant vehicular 

and pedestrian route which runs between the settlements at Phillack and Riviere Towans, providing important 

access between the town and the beach for both residents and visitors. 

Views of the site are predominantly over Riviere Fields in the immediate foreground with parts of Hayle Towans 

visible beyond. Views down to Hayle harbour are blocked by the plantation, the properties at Clifton Terrace 

and the topography sloping down to the harbour. 

This viewpoint offers extensive and dominant views over the town to the south. To the east, Phillack is visible 

with St Uny’s church as a prominent landmark. The sensitivity of this viewpoint is judged to be moderate. 
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Viewpoint 7: Copperhouse 

 

Figure 7—27 Copperhouse 

Copperhouse is one of the historic centres of Hayle and now serves as a mixed use centre for surrounding 

neighbourhoods and tourists. The viewpoint is taken from the car park on the edge of Copperhouse looking 

across Copperhouse Pool. Receptors from this viewpoint are likely to be both residents of Hayle and visitors to 

the area. 

As an urban area views from Copperhouse towards the site are intermittent. Figure 7.27 shows the extents of 

the viewpoint. Views across Copperhouse Pool offer glimpses of Phillack and Riviere Farm, although tree 

planting along King George v Memorial Walk and behind Clifton Terrace screen most of the site to the north. 

Riviere Fields and small parts of the Towans on the skyline are the only visible parts of the site. The sensitivity 

of this viewpoint is judged to be low. 
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Viewpoint 8: Hayle Train station 

 

Figure 7—28 Hayle Train station 

This viewpoint is taken from the footbridge across to Hayle train station. Figure 7.28 shows the extents of the 

view from the footbridge. The view also represents similar views from the surrounding urban areas and 

properties. The main receptors are likely to be visitors to the area using the train station.   

Views to the site are possible over the roofs of surrounding buildings. Substantial parts of North Quay and its 

remaining industrial buildings are visible with Riviere and Hayle Towans forming the skyline above. Visible parts 

of Riviere and Hayle Towans do not include many of the distinctive chalet properties associated with the area. 

Beyond Riviere and Hayle Towans to the west, the beach and parts of St Ives bay are visible. Views to Riviere 

Fields are screened by the properties and plantation along Clifton Terrace. The sensitivity of this viewpoint is 

judged to be moderate. 
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Viewpoint 9: No 39 Penpol Terrace 

 

Figure 7—29 No 39 Penpol Terrace 

This viewpoint is taken from property number 39 Penpol Terrace. Penpol Terrace is a predominantly residential 

street with some commercial uses. It forms part of the B3301 which is the main vehicular route through Hayle.  

The street runs adjacent to South Quay offering views over most of the southern part of the proposed 

development site in the immediate foreground. Intermittent views to the northern parts of the site, including 

North Quay and Riviere and Hayle Towans are interrupted by landscape planting, buildings and traffic on 

Penpol Terrace. The visual condition of the derelict harbour is immediately apparent due to the prominence of 

the site in the foreground of the views. Regenerative vegetation and mounded earth on South Quay disturb 

some of the distant views towards Lelant and Carnsew Pool. 

Lelant Towans create a distinctive skyline across the estuary and distant views to the ridgelines at Trencrom 

and Trink Hill are possible through the landscape planting in the foreground. Landscape features such as the 

railway viaduct, the beach and the church at Lelant are all visible from this viewpoint. The sensitivity of this 

viewpoint is judged to be high. 
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Viewpoint 10:  Foundry 

 

Figure 7—30 Foundry 

The Foundry is one of the historic centres of Hayle, and is still a busy area with a mix of uses and lots of 

pedestrian and vehicular traffic especially along the B3301. The viewpoint is taken from in front of the post 

office in Foundry Square.  

Figure 7.30 shows the extents of this viewpoint. The railway viaduct dominates the foreground of this 

viewpoint. Traffic from the B3301 and planting in memorial gardens under the viaduct restricts views of the 

site. Views of the site are limited to land either side of the B3301 and parts of North Quay and Riviere and 

Hayle Towans. Obscured views of Penpol Terrace are also possible from this viewpoint. The sensitivity of this 

viewpoint is judged to be high. 
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Viewpoint 11: Hayle 

 

Figure 7—31 Hayle 

This viewpoint is taken from the corner of Trevithick Crescent and Humphrey Davy Lane, between Hayle 

Community College and Bodriggy Primary School. Looking north over Copperhouse Pool provides clear views 

of Phillack and the large arable fields and hedgerows around Riviere Farm. Riviere and Hayle Towans 

extending across the skyline frame both Phillack and Riviere Farm. 

Buildings and vegetation within Hayle and the plantation behind Clifton Terrace restrict views of the site. Views 

are possible to the Riviere Fields area of the proposed development site. The existing scene includes clear 

views over key landscape features such as Phillack church and Phillack Towans. The sensitivity of this 

viewpoint is judged to be moderate.  
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7.4.3 Summary of landscape and visual receptors 

Landscape receptor Sensitivity 

Area A-Upton, Phillack and Common Towans High 

Area B-Riviere and Hayle Towans Moderate 

Area C-Lelant Towans High 

Area D-Phillack Valley Side Moderate 

Area E-Trevethoe Slopes High 

Area F-Lelant Slopes High 

Area G-South Hayle Slopes Moderate 

Area H-West Hayle Valley Low 

Area I-Foundry High 

Area J-Copperhouse Moderate 

Area K-Hayle Harbour Moderate to Low 

Area L-Penpol Moderate 

Area M-Hayle South Low 

Area N-Phillack Churchtown High 

Area O-Lelant Churchtown High 

Area P-Hayle West Moderate 

Area Q-Hayle North Low 

Table 7—8 Summary of landscape receptor sensitivity – local character areas 
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Viewpoint Sensitivity 

Viewpoint 1: Trencrom Hill Moderate 

Viewpoint 2: Lelant Saltings station Moderate 

Viewpoint 3: The Causeway moderate 

Viewpoint 4: Lelant Towans high 

Viewpoint 5: Hayle Towans high 

Viewpoint 6: Riviere Farm moderate 

Viewpoint 7: Copperhouse low 

Viewpoint 8: Hayle train station moderate 

Viewpoint 9: No 39 Penpol Terrace high 

Viewpoint 10: Foundry high 

Viewpoint 11: Hayle moderate 

Table 7—9 Summary of viewpoint sensitivity 

 

7.5 Assessment of potential significant impacts 

7.5.1 Introduction 

This section identifies the potential significant effects that the proposed development would have on the 

existing landscape character and on visual amenity. The development proposal that is assessed within this 

appraisal is described in detail within chapter 3. 

7.5.2 Potential sources of impacts  

Potential sources of change to the landscape and to views can be classified into construction impacts and 

operational impacts.  The sources of change on the landscape and visual amenity assessed within this section 

of the report are summarised below:  

7.5.2.1 Potential construction activit ies 

On site: 

• Removal of surface vegetation and topsoil 
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• Movement and processes associated with construction of the development 

• Potential use of tall machinery that would be visible over a wider distance, such as cranes 

• Site compound which may include storage areas for equipment, materials and machinery, site office 

and toilet facilities 

• Temporary fencing 

• Additional lighting and signs associated with the construction 

Off site: 

• Construction traffic to and from the site potentially resulting in noise, vibration and dust 

7.5.2.2 Potential operational activities:   

On site: 

• New built form – massing and layout 

• Traffic movement and headlights within the new development 

• New planting and open space structure 

• Activity resulting from the new community facilities, retail, commercial, business uses etc 

• Lighting associated with the development 

Off site: 

• Traffic movement and headlights travelling to and from the new development 

7.5.3 Predicted landscape impacts 

This part of the assessment looks at the potential impact that the proposed development would have on the 

character of the landscape at construction and operational phases of the development at year 1 and year 15.  

This includes the elements within the landscape that would be lost and provide a judgement on the impact that 

this would have on the landscape. 

Given the scale and complexity of the site, the construction will be phased over a number of years. This 

assessment assumes an initial phase of construction that improves infrastructure on the harbour including 

repairs to dock walls. Subsequent phases of construction will deliver the proposed buildings.  

7.5.3.1 Impacts on national character context 

The qualities of the Port of Hayle described in The World Heritage Evaluation Report (IUCN, 2006) are retained 

in the development proposals. The extensive quay walls would be repaired to ensure the continuation of the 
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dramatic and open estuarine setting highlighted in the report. Other surviving elements of the harbour 

described in the evaluation report such as the remains of the iron foundries, the adjacent villas for managerial 

classes and the terraced housing for workers are not affected by the proposals.  

The majority of the features of the Cornish Killas character area as defined by The Countryside Agency. (1999) 

(2) are not affected by the development proposals. The development proposals incorporate important features 

of the Cornish Killas landscape area such as industrial-archaeological remains and Cornish hedges where 

possible. The proposed development would not lead to significant impact on the national landscape character. 

7.5.3.2 Impacts on regional character context 

The proposed development would have no significant impacts on the majority of the broad characteristics 

which define the area. However, the proposed dredging of the Cocklebank to incorporate the marina would 

result in the loss of one of the alluvial deposits in the River Hayle which collectively are considered as an 

important feature of the area.  

7.5.3.3 Impacts on local character context 

The potential impact of development on the local landscape character areas (identified and described within 

section 7.4) during construction and operational phases, is summarised below. 

7.5.3.4 Landscape character areas 

Area A: Upton, Phillack and Common Towans  

There would be no direct or indirect impacts upon this character area and no loss of any landscape features 

during construction or operational phases of the proposed development. Impact significance is assessed as 

no change. 

Area B: Riviere and Hayle Towans 

Construction impacts: 

Loss of dune grassland as car park, road and properties are developed would cause a change in character. 

The impact of this change has been minimised by proposals to ensure areas of dune grassland that are lost 

would be replaced in other parts of the proposed development. The presence of construction equipment and 

activity would affect the tranquillity of the area, causing a large magnitude of change resulting in a moderate 

adverse temporary impact on the character of the area. 

Operation- impacts - year 1: 

Proposed buildings in the Hilltop part of the proposed development are shown at a scale, density and layout 

which would be in keeping with the character of development in the surrounding area.  The proposed layout of 

the streets and buildings in this area would create a distinct part of the overall proposed development. 
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Proposed industrial development is shown in the same location as existing industrial uses and in that position 

would be screened by the existing surrounding topography and vegetation.  

The proposed car park in the Hilltop part of the proposed development site would introduce a new element 

within Riviere and Hayle Towans. The proposed car park is positioned in an area already disturbed by industrial 

activity and the presence of over head power lines. The proposed development incorporates areas of re-

instated grassland to ensure that the dune grassland which would be lost in construction and operation phases 

is replaced in other parts of the scheme.  

The overall magnitude of change from the above activities is judged to be large. The significance of the impact 

is judged to be moderate, the overall level of effect of the impact is considered to be neutral on the character 

of the area.  

Operation impacts - year 15: 

The impacts on the character would remain the same at year 15 as year 1 resulting in a large magnitude of 

change and moderate impact significance on the character of the area. This impact is considered to remain 

neutral. 

Area C: Lelant Towans 

There would be no direct or indirect impacts upon this character area and no loss of any landscape features 

during construction or operational phases of the proposed development. Impact significance is therefore no 

change. 

Area D: Phillack Valley Side 

Construction impacts: 

Construction phases would result in the loss of arable farmland and some Cornish hedge field boundaries. 

However, the proposed development would affect only a small part of the overall Phillack Valley Side character 

area keeping the area of affected farmland to a minimum. The proposed development includes objectives to 

retain as many of the hedge boundaries as possible, which are an important element of the character area.  

The presence of construction equipment and activity would temporarily affect the tranquillity of the area, 

causing a medium magnitude of change resulting in a moderate impact significance during the construction 

phases of development. The level of this impact is considered to be adverse.   

Operation impacts -year 1: 

The proposals at Riviere Fields would result in the loss of some Cornish hedges and farmland which are 

important characteristics of the area. The development would also change the exposed rural character of the 
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area. The proposed development includes objectives to protect these characteristics of the area. Existing 

hedges are incorporated into the proposed development where possible reducing the amount of hedgerows 

which would be lost to development. The development proposals are restricted to a relatively small area 

(7.4ha) in the south west corner of the overall Phillack Valley Side character area (33.7ha), thus minimises the 

impact to the rural characteristics of the area.  

The development proposal shown at Riviere Fields reflects the character of existing surrounding townscapes 

and the characteristics of the Phillack Valley Sides character area. The scale, form and density of the proposed 

development take into account residential parts of Hayle across Copperhouse Pool, Phillack Churchtown and 

Clifton Terrace immediately adjacent to the proposed development site. The proposed extension to 

plantations, retention of existing hedges and the relationship of built form to existing topography would seek to 

ensure that the proposed development would be in keeping with the characteristics of the receiving landscape 

and complement neighbouring settlements at Phillack and Clifton Terrace. 

Arable fields retained between the proposed Riviere Fields development and Phillack would allow Phillack to 

remain as a distinct and recognisable townscape separate to the proposed development at Riviere Fields. The 

influence of the baseline landscape conditions on the proposals allow the Riviere Fields part of the proposed 

development to remain distinct from other parts of the proposed development site, re-enforcing existing 

variations in character. 

Design objectives for the proposed development set out to retain important elements of the existing landscape 

and reflect characteristics of the surrounding townscape. While the proposed development could add a 

positive element to the character area, it would result in the loss of rural character which would generally be 

perceived as negative.  

The magnitude of change to the baseline conditions caused by the development proposals is judged to be 

medium with a moderate impact significance on the baseline of the receiving character area. The overall level 

of this impact is considered to be adverse because of the loss of the existing rural character.  

Operation impacts - year 15 

At year 15 the plantations within the proposals will have had time to become more established as will planting 

through the streets, public spaces and gardens. This will help screen the development and ensure the scheme 

fits with existing landscape character and surrounding townscape at Clifton and Phillack. The magnitude of 

change at operational year 15 is judged to be medium with a moderate impact significance on the existing 

character area. The overall level of this impact is judged to be adverse because of the loss of the existing rural 

character.  
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Area E: Trevethoe Slopes 

There would be no direct or indirect impacts upon this character area and no loss of any landscape features 

during construction or operational phases of the proposed development. Impact significance is therefore no 

change. 

Area F: Lelant Slopes 

There would be no direct or indirect impacts upon this character area and no loss of any landscape features 

during construction or operational phases of the proposed development. Impact significance is therefore no 

change. 

Area G: South Hayle Slopes  

There would be no direct or indirect impacts upon this character area and no loss of any landscape features 

during construction or operational phases of the proposed development. Impact significance is therefore no 

change. 

Area H: West Hayle Valley 

There would be no direct or indirect impacts upon this character area and no loss of any landscape features 

during construction or operational phases of the proposed development. Impact significance is therefore no 

change. 

7.5.3.5 Townscape character areas 

Area I: Foundry 

Although there would be an increase in activity in this area there would be no direct impact upon this character 

area and no loss of any landscape features during construction or operational phases of the proposed 

development. Despite the presence of buildings proposed along South Quay the visual emphasis would remain 

on the viaduct and the views around and through it. Impact significance is therefore no change. 

Area J: Copperhouse 

There would be no direct or indirect impacts upon this character area and no loss of any landscape features 

during construction or operational phases of the proposed development. Impact significance is therefore no 

change. 
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Area K: Hayle Harbour 

Construction impacts: 

The baseline description of the harbour identified a derelict character and crucial landscape features left in 

poor condition. The initial phases of construction involve repair work to features such as the quay sides and 

dock walls which are fundamental to the character of the area. This work will safeguard the survival of these 

features. Construction activity and equipment would alter the exposed and neglected character of the harbour. 

The magnitude of change to the character during construction phases is judged to be low with construction 

activity having a minor adverse temporary impact on the baseline conditions of the area. 

Operation impacts - year 1: 

The regeneration proposals suggest a complete alteration to the baseline. A high quality development which 

respects the existing landscape values and qualities defined in the World Heritage Site designation would be 

perceived as a positive impact. 

The proposals include a number of design principles which set out to ensure that the proposed development 

forms a valuable addition to the character of the harbour and the rest of the town. The design objectives set 

out to ensure that the most important and valued characteristics of the harbour would be protected and 

promoted in the proposed development. 

The existing operational use of the harbour would continue as provision has been made in the proposed 

development for the continuation of the existing activities that help form the baseline character of the harbour 

such as the fishing industry.  

The proposed harbour wall repairs are essential in sustaining the setting of Hayle. Without the work contained 

in the regeneration proposals some of the most significant features of the site and town would be in danger of 

being lost. 

Many of the remaining historic features and listed buildings and structures which are important to the character 

including the Octel building, the stables on North Quay, rail lines on North Quay, the harbour master’s office 

building and existing bridges would be incorporated into the proposed development.   

The estuary helps define the character of the harbour; the exposed and scenic qualities of the harbour are 

crucial to the character of the area. The scale and positioning of the marina would introduce a further element 

which alters the baseline characteristics of the area. The proposed marina would re-introduce activity onto the 

water placing more emphasis on the most valued resource of the area. However, the dredging of Cocklebank 

may be perceived to have a negative impact on the baseline character of the harbour. The collective alluvial 

deposits in Hayle Estuary are regarded as defining features of the area, as identified in section 7.5.3.2 ‘impacts 

on regional character context’. 
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Impounding water in Penpol Creek would alter the baseline character of the area. Impounded water would 

result in a permanent more substantial body of water replacing the current tidal conditions. The manipulation of 

Hayle Estuary in the past has formed the current character context for the area. Whether impounding water in 

Penpol Creek constitutes a positive or negative change is largely subjective. 

The development proposal shows building arrangement that addresses the water and the existing topography. 

This is in keeping with principles behind the historic development of the town and the character of existing 

townscapes such as Hayle, Penpol and Clifton Terraces which were built to take advantage of views over 

Hayle Estuary. Important landscape features of the area such as the cliff, beach and Hayle Estuary remain as 

defining elements of the character area. 

The relationship between proposed built form on South Quay and existing buildings in the Foundry defines a 

significant urban centre and a more cohesive urban fabric in the area. 

The proposed Copperhouse road bridge from Hayle Terrace to North Quay would add a new element to the 

character area. The bridge would be a significant element because of its proximity to listed structures. It would 

not directly affect the listed structures and is judged to have no significant impact of the character of the 

overall area. 

The Triangular Spit has been identified as a distinct element in the Hayle Harbour character area which is more 

sensitive to development than the rest of the harbour. The introduction of car parking on the spit would have a 

negative effect on the existing more natural and coastal character of the Triangular Spit.  

The baseline description of the Hayle Harbour area identified low lying man-made land as a defining 

characteristic of the area. Raising the levels of land around the harbour would not significantly alter the 

character of the area as the ground level would remain predominantly flat and low lying relative to the 

topographic context.  

The magnitude of change to the character of the harbour as a whole is judged to be large with a moderate 

impact significance. Despite the negative impact on Cocklebank and Triangular Spit the level of impact on the 

overall character of the area is considered to be beneficial. 

Operation impacts - year 15: 

The impacts would remain the same at year 15 resulting in a large magnitude of change and moderate impact 

significance on the baseline landscape condition which is considered to be beneficial. 

Area L: Penpol  

There would be no direct impact upon this character area and no loss of any landscape features during 

construction or operational phases of the proposed development.  However, there would be indirect impacts 

as described below. 
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Construction impacts: 

Indirect impacts would include the effect of construction equipment and activity on the open and exposed 

character along Penpol Terrace. The magnitude of change is judged to be medium with a moderate adverse 

impact significance on the baseline landscape conditions. 

Operation impacts - year 1 

Indirect impacts include the effect of proposed buildings along South Quay adjacent to Penpol Terrace. 

Proposed buildings would alter the open and exposed character creating a more enclosed character along 

Penpol Terrace. While reducing the open character of Penpol, proposed development would re-enforce the 

linear character of the area.  

The proposed buildings and bridges to South Quay would also have an effect on movement and activity in the 

area. Reducing the dominance of the road along Penpol Terrace in favour of increased pedestrian activity 

would have a positive effect on the character of the area.   

The magnitude of change from these indirect impacts is judged to be medium with moderate impact 

significance on the baseline landscape condition that is considered to be beneficial. 

Operation impacts - year 15: 

Indirect impacts would remain the same at year 15 resulting in a medium magnitude of change with a 

moderate impact significance on the baseline which is considered to be beneficial. 

Area M: Hayle South  

There would be no direct or indirect impacts upon this character area and no loss of any landscape features 

during construction or operational phases of the proposed development. Impact significance is therefore no 

change. 

Area N: Phillack Churchtown 

The proposed development at Hayle Harbour may result in an increase in traffic through the roads in Phillack 

which currently have a rural character. The proposed development would not cause the loss of any landscape 

features during construction or operational phases. Phillack would remain as a distinct settlement from the 

proposed development at Riviere Fields. The magnitude of change is therefore judged to be negligible meaning 

an impact significance of no change. 
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Area O: Lelant Churchtown 

There would be no direct or indirect impacts upon this character area and no loss of any landscape features 

during construction or operational phases of the proposed development. Impact significance is therefore 

judged to be no change. 

Area P: Hayle West 

There would be no direct or indirect impacts upon this character area and no loss of any landscape features 

during construction or operational phases of the proposed development. Impact significance is therefore 

judged to be no change. 

Area Q: Hayle North 

There would be no direct or indirect impacts upon this character area and no loss of any landscape features 

during construction or operational phases of the proposed development. Impact significance is therefore 

judged to be no change. 

Character Area Receptor 

sensitivity 

Construction 

impact 

significance 

Operation Year 1 

impact 

significance 

Operation Year 

15 impact 

significance 

A-Upton, Phillack and 

Common Towans 

High No change No change No change 

B-Riviere and Hayle 

Towans 

Moderate Moderate (-) Moderate (o) Moderate (o) 

C-Lelant Towans High No change No change No change 

D-Phillack Valley Side Moderate Moderate (-) Moderate (-) Moderate (-) 

E-Trevethoe Slopes High No change No change No change 

F-Lelant Slopes High No change No change No change 

G-South Hayle Slopes Moderate No change No change No change 

H-West Hayle Valley Low No change No change No change 

I-Foundry High No change No change No change 
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Character Area Receptor 

sensitivity 

Construction 

impact 

significance 

Operation Year 1 

impact 

significance 

Operation Year 

15 impact 

significance 

J-Copperhouse Moderate No change No change No change 

K-Hayle Harbour Moderate to Low Minor (-) Moderate (+) Moderate (+) 

L-Penpol Moderate Moderate (-) Moderate (+) Moderate (+) 

M-Hayle South Low No change No change No change 

N-Phillack Churchtown High No change Negligible Negligible 

O-Lelant Churchtown High No change No change No change 

P-Hayle West Moderate No change No change No change 

Q-Hayle North Low No change No change No change 

Table 7—10 Summary of landscape impacts 

Key: (-) adverse, (+) beneficial, (o) neutral. 

7.5.3.6 Summary of predicted landscape impacts 

The development proposals take into account the existing character and landscape elements through the site. 

This has meant that some of the most valued qualities of each area have been retained. The existing variations 

in character in the area are re-enforced by distinct parts of the proposed development that respond to their 

baseline character areas. 

The form of development on Hilltop reflects the surrounding character of parts of Riviere Towans.  The 

proposed development at Riviere Fields takes into account the urban form of the Hayle Townscape across 

Copperhouse Pool, and adopts similar design principles to those that shaped Clifton, Hayle and Penpol 

Terraces. Proposed development on South Quay would allow landscape features such as the viaduct, the 

water, the scale of the buildings in the foundry and the linearity of urban form to remain as key defining 

elements in the area. The form of development shown on North Quay incorporates the dominant landscape 

features of the area including the quay sides and the cliff into the proposed development.  

The impact on the existing character of the area is reduced where important landscape features such as 

hedgerows, shelter planting and the surviving industrial/historical buildings and structures are retained and the 

baseline characteristics of the proposed development site are incorporated into the proposed development. 
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Significant negative landscape impacts include the dredging of Cocklebank and the introduction of car parking 

on Triangular Spit both of which represent negative change to the baseline character of the area. 

Impacts on the landscape and townscape character of the area are judged to be adverse during construction.  

With the exception of the Phillack Valley Sides character area the overall level of impact of the proposed 

development during year 1 and 15 of operation is judged to be no worse than neutral.  Despite the retention of 

important landscape features the loss of the open and rural character would generally be perceived as a 

negative impact on the Phillack Valley Sides character area. 

7.5.4 Predicted visual impacts 

This part of the assessment assesses the potential impact that the proposed development would have on 

views from the surrounding landscape and properties during construction and operational phases in year 1 and 

year 15.  The visual impact of the proposed development on each of the key views is assessed below. 

Given the scale and complexity of the site, the construction will be phased over a number of years. This 

assessment assumes an initial phase of construction which improves infrastructure on the harbour including 

repairs to dock walls. Subsequent phases of construction will deliver the proposed buildings.  

7.5.4.1 Distant views 

Viewpoint 1: Trencrom Hill 

Construction impacts: 

Considering the distance of the views and the current use and appearance of the site, visual impacts on this 

viewpoint would be relatively low during the initial phases of construction. The impact of subsequent phases of 

development would be higher, as large equipment and buildings become visible from this distance. The 

magnitude of change during construction is judged to be negligible. The impacts significance of construction 

processes and equipment from this viewpoint are assessed as no change. 

Operation impacts - year 1: 

From this viewpoint, proposed buildings on South Quay would obstruct views to existing parts of the town 

including Penpol Terrace, but would not significantly increase the perceived size of the urban area of Hayle.  

Proposed development on North Quay and Riviere Fields would substantially extend the area of town to the 

north. This would appear as an extension to the existing urban area across Copperhouse Pool. 

The impact of the proposed development would constitute only a minor component of the wider view from 

Trencrom Hill and would, therefore, have a small magnitude of change during both summer and winter 

months. The development would have a minor impact significance on this viewpoint that is considered to be 

neutral as the development proposals would not compromise the qualities of the view. 
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Operation impacts - year 15: 

As at year 1 magnitude of change during the summer and winter would be small; with only minor changes in 

the appearance of the development from this distance the impact significance would remain as minor. The 

effect of this impact is judged to be neutral.  

7.5.4.2 Intermediate views 

Viewpoint 2: Lelant Saltings Station 

Construction impacts: 

With the Triangular Spit obscuring lower views of the harbour, initial phases of construction would have a 

relatively low impact on views. During subsequent phases, construction processes, equipment and buildings 

would cause partial loss of visibility to key landscape elements. The magnitude of change would be medium 

with a moderate adverse impact significance on the existing view. 

Operation impacts - year 1 

Following construction, the proposed development would be relatively prominent from this viewpoint. This 

would result in a substantial extension of the urban form to the north and into Riviere and Hayle Towans. The 

proposed development would be viewed in the context of the urban form of Hayle. The completed 

development would also result in significant alteration of views of the derelict baseline view of the harbour.  

Proposed development along South Quay would result in the loss of views over Penpol Terrace, and partially 

block views of the church on Hayle Terrace. Views to some of the distant ridgelines to the east of Hayle would 

be become partially blocked by the proposed built form. Proposed buildings on North Quay and Hilltop would 

extend into the skyline of Riviere Towans. The stack associated with the boiler on South Quay would also be 

visible above the skyline which is currently formed by the landscape setting of Hayle. The perception of the 

stack would be affected by the association of the harbour with industrial activity and stacks in the past. The 

stack on North Quay would not be visible past trees in the foreground of this viewpoint.  

Car parking on Triangular Spit would create a new visible element within this viewpoint which would generally 

be perceived as a negative feature within the views from this viewpoint. 

Views to the landscape immediately surrounding Hayle Harbour such as the planting to the south of Carnsew 

Pool and the views of Hayle and Riviere Towans would remain as significant features of the view. The 

expansive nature of the views over the estuary and Carnsew Pool would remain the dominant element of the 

view. The proposed development would form a clearly perceptible part of the scene and substantially alter a 

large extent of the view causing a large magnitude of change to the baseline view.  
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The proposed development is judged to have moderate impact significance on the view from Lelant Saltings 

in both summer and winter months. This impact is judged to be beneficial because the proposed development 

would replace the derelict baseline condition of the views from this viewpoint. 

Operation - year 15 

No significant change in the appearance of the development from year 1 means a large magnitude of change 

and a moderate impact significance on the existing view that is considered to be beneficial.  

 

Viewpoint 3: The Causeway 

Construction impacts: 

The prominence of views to North Quay would result in the alteration to baseline views of the harbour and 

Riviere and Hayle Towans during the construction phases. Construction processes, equipment and buildings 

would all be visible from this viewpoint. The magnitude of change is judged to be medium during construction 

phases with a moderate adverse impact on views from the Causeway. 

Operation impacts - year 1: 

The illustrative masterplan shows the introduction of a substantial area of new built form on the North Quay 

area of the site.  New built form on North Quay would replace the existing views of the derelict harbour.  

Development on the North Quay and Hilltop parts of the proposed development site would alter the 

appearance of southern parts of Hayle and Riviere Towans. Proposed buildings on North Quay would partially 

block views of Hayle and Riviere Towans. Development on Hilltop takes into account the existing character of 

Riviere and Hayle Towans and should positively contribute to the character of the receiving landscape area. 

Views to the northern side of Hayle and Riviere Towans would remain unchanged. 

The Triangular Spit lies between the viewpoint and the rest of the proposed development site potentially 

making the spit a more sensitive element in the view. The use of Triangular Spit for parking would introduce a 

more prominent impact on the viewpoint. The appearance and activity associated with the car park during both 

day and night time would be uncharacteristic within the attributes of the receiving landscape. 

The Stacks associated with the boilers on both South and North Quay would be visible from this viewpoint. 

Both would be viewed as part of the skyline of Riviere and Hayle Towans. The perceived impact of the stacks 

is minimised by the existing power lines, the association of Hayle Harbour with industry and stacks in the past 

and the relatively small part of the overall proposed development they represent. 

There would not be a discernable difference between the visual impact of the proposed development between 

summer and winter months. The prominence of the proposed development and the extent of the area over 
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which the change would be visible would cause a large magnitude of change. The proposals would form a 

recognisable new element within the overall scene resulting in an impact of moderate significance to passing 

views from the causeway in both summer and winter months. This overall impact is judged to be beneficial 

because of the derelict baseline of the views to Hayle Harbour from this viewpoint. 

Operation impact - year 15: 

No significant change in the appearance of the development would leave a large magnitude of change and a 

moderate impact significance on the existing view that is considered to be beneficial.  

7.5.4.3 Local views 

As highlighted above the impacts on close up views are very much dependant on detailed design and are also 

highly subjective.  As the assessment is of an illustrative masterplan the detailed and architectural design of 

the development had not been established. For the following viewpoints judgements of the impacts of the 

operational stages of the proposals are based on illustrations, design codes and artist’s impressions of the 

character and architectural standards of the development.   

Viewpoint 4: Lelant Towans 

Construction impact: 

The viewpoint from Lelant Towans offers elevated views over the majority of the harbour. The prominence of 

the proposed development site in the scene would cause a noticeable alteration in the existing view during all 

phases of construction. Given the existing visual condition of the harbour the construction processes would be 

less intrusive during the initial phases of construction. The magnitude of change during construction phases 

during summer and winter is judged to be medium resulting in a major adverse impact significance on the 

overall scene.  

Operation impacts - year 1: 

While Penpol Terrace would become hidden by new built form on South Quay, visual impacts on other key 

landscape features are minimal. The beach adjacent to Hayle Towans, Hayle Estuary and Riviere, Hayle and 

Common Towans would remain as defining images of the viewpoint. The massing of the proposed 

development would be viewed in the context of these features, the existing urban edge of Hayle and its distant 

landscape setting.  

However, views to key landscape features such as the railway viaduct, the church on Hayle Terrace and parts 

of the skyline of Hayle and Riviere Towans directly above the harbour would be substantially obscured. Views 

over the estuary would also be significantly affected by the proposed marina development. The proposed car 

park on the Triangular Spit would also create a perceptible new element in the views from this viewpoint. 
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Stacks associated with the boilers on North and South Quay would both be visible from this viewpoint. The 

stack on North Quay will form a significant new element in the foreground of the view, extending beyond the 

skyline of Riviere and Hayle Towans. The stack on South Quay would be visible with the Foundry townscape 

character area and Hayle’s landscape setting beyond. The perceived impact of the stacks is minimised by the 

association of the Hayle Harbour with industry and stacks in the past.  

The proposed development would become an immediately apparent part of the scene which significantly alters 

the character and attributes of the view the magnitude of change is therefore judged to be large. As mentioned 

above, the existing poor visual condition of the harbour affects how the site is perceived from this viewpoint. 

The significance impact of the proposals is measured against this baseline and is therefore considered to be 

major and beneficial in both summer and winter months. 

Operation impacts - year 15: 

No significant change in the appearance of the development from the situation in year 1 would leave a large 

magnitude of change and a major impact on the existing view that is considered to be beneficial.  

 

Viewpoint 5: Hayle Towans 

Construction impacts: 

As described in the baseline, views down the harbour are blocked by the topography. The majority of the 

construction processes would, therefore, be screened by the sand dunes. Only limited views to tall 

construction equipment and processes in higher parts of the site such as Hilltop and Riviere Fields would be 

visible. This would result in a small magnitude of change and moderate impact significance on the overall 

scene. This impact is considered to be adverse.  

Operation impacts - year 1 

Views to Lelant Towans and the beach would remain unaltered. However, parts of the proposed development 

on the harbour would appear above the dunes in the foreground obscuring some of the views towards Hayle’s 

landscape setting. The proposed buildings in higher, more visible parts of the proposed development site such 

as Hilltop and Riviere Fields would be in keeping with characteristics and attributes of their baseline 

conditions. The industrial units proposed to the west of North Quay would not be apparent in this view as they 

are screened by the dunes and grassland in the foreground. Tops of the stacks associated with the boilers on 

North and South Quay would be visible over the dune grass land in the foreground.  

The absence of views to the harbour provides a relatively rural baseline for this viewpoint and the introduction 

of large scale built form into the foreground of this viewpoint could therefore be perceived as negative. The 
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magnitude of change to this viewpoint is considered to be small and the impact is judged to be of moderate 

significance and adverse in both summer and winter months.  

Operation impacts -  year 15: 

No significant change in the appearance of the development or variation in the vegetation in the foreground 

would leave a small magnitude of change and a moderate impact significance on the existing view that is 

considered to be adverse.  

 

Viewpoint 6: Riviere Farm 

Construction impacts: 

This viewpoint is on the edge of the site boundary, therefore construction processes and equipment would all 

be visually intrusive. The magnitude of change during construction phases is considered to be large with a 

moderate impact significance during both summer and winter. This impact is judged to be adverse.  

Operation impacts - year 1 

During the operational stages of the proposed development, the properties and planting proposed in Riviere 

Fields would stand in the foreground of the view. The proposed buildings, gardens and planting would be seen 

in the context of the existing nearby properties and plantation along Clifton Terrace. 

The limited existing views to the west would be blocked by the development and views across Copperhouse 

Pool towards Hayle would be partially altered. New built form and structure planting would block views to the 

church at Hayle Terrace. However, the majority of the views over Hayle, Phillack and surrounding landscape 

would remain unchanged.  

Tall ruderal planting and existing hedge banks would provide additional screening of the proposed 

development during summer. The year-round magnitude of change is considered to be large. The impacts are 

considered to be of moderate significance in both summer and winter. The impact on receptors this close to 

the site is subject to the values of the viewer and the detailed design of the scheme. It is considered that 

conclusive qualitative judgment on the impacts cannot be made at this stage. 

Operation impacts - year 15: 

Views across Copperhouse Pool towards Hayle would be further altered as planting around the community 

gardens matures. However, this planting would not significantly alter the views available and the magnitude of 

change would therefore remain as large with a moderate impact significance on the baseline conditions of the 

viewpoint. 
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Viewpoint 7: Copperhouse 

Construction impacts: 

As described in the baseline Riviere Fields is the only part of the site that is clearly visible from Copperhouse. 

The land in Riviere Fields makes up part of the estuary valley side, and therefore faces Copperhouse. This 

means that construction processes and equipment would be visible from this viewpoint. The construction 

phases would be exposed on the valley sides but partially screened by planting along King George V Memorial 

Walk and Clifton Terrace resulting in a medium magnitude of change. The construction processes would result 

in a noticeable deterioration in the existing view causing a minor impact significance that is considered to be 

adverse.   

Operation impacts - year 1: 

The proposed residential buildings in Riviere Fields would make up a substantial part of the views across 

Copperhouse Pool. The development would appear as an extension to the existing residential properties along 

Clifton Terrace.  

The angle of view in relation to the receptor would result in the proposed buildings and planting in Riviere 

Fields forming part of the skyline, obstructing views through to Riviere Towans.  Planting around King George 

V Memorial Walk and proposed planting around the community gardens would partially screen the proposed 

development. 

The proposed development would form a visibly recognisable element in the receiving landscape. Its visual 

attributes and form in relation to the topography is not uncharacteristic of the surrounding townscape. 

However, the impact on the existing rural character of the view would be perceived to be negative. 

The magnitude of change is judged to be large throughout the year with a moderate impact significant on the 

overall scene. The effect of this impact is considered to be adverse. 

Operation impact - year 15: 

Proposed planting around the community gardens and in plantations around the development site would 

provide continuity with the plantation on Clifton Terrace and would reduce the magnitude of change and have 

a positive effect on the views across to Riviere Fields. The magnitude of change is judged to be medium. The 

significance of the impact of the development is judged to be minor. The effect of this impact is considered to 

be adverse as the development proposals are immediately apparent in the existing rural views towards Riviere 

Fields.  
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Viewpoint 8: Bridge to Hayle train station 

Construction impact: 

Construction phases would affect the views over North Quay and the Towans. Construction processes and 

equipment would be visible from this viewpoint. The magnitude of change is judged to be medium and the 

impact significance is considered to be moderate and adverse. 

Operation impacts - year 1: 

The buildings proposed along North Quay would have the most significant impact on this viewpoint. Views to 

the proposed development along South Quay are blocked by existing surrounding buildings as are views to 

Riviere Fields.  

Proposed buildings along North Quay would form a significant part of the scene obscuring the majority of the 

view to Riviere and Hayle Towans and the existing skyline. The Hilltop park proposals above the multi storey 

car park allow some remaining views of The Towans and would provide new elements which are not 

uncharacteristic of the attributes of the existing landscape. Views to the beach and St Ives Bay would still be 

available but would be partially obscured by buildings along the waterfront of North Quay. The varied 

roofscape of the proposed development would contribute positively to the visual experience from this 

viewpoint. 

The stack associated with the boiler on North Quay would be visible in this view. The Stack would be seen 

extending above the skyline formed by Hayle and Riviere Towans. The perceived impact of this stack would be 

reduced by the association of Hayle Harbour with industrial activity and presence of power lines and an 

existing stack in the baseline views from this viewpoint. The stack represents only a small part of the change in 

this viewpoint. 

The proposed development would be seen as an extension to the urban area of Hayle. The magnitude of 

change is judged to be medium with a moderate impact significance on the baseline condition of the 

viewpoint. The level of this impact is judged to be neutral.  

Operation impacts - year 15: 

No significant change in the appearance of the development would leave a medium magnitude of change and 

a moderate impact significance on the existing view. The effect of this impact is considered to be neutral.  
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Viewpoint 9: Penpol Terrace 

Construction impacts: 

All phases of construction would form an immediately apparent alteration to the baseline views due to the 

proximity of this viewpoint to the proposed development site. Construction processes, equipment and 

buildings would obstruct existing views through to Lelant and distant ridgelines. The magnitude of change to 

baseline views during the construction processes is considered to be large with a major and adverse impact 

significance.  

Operation impacts - year 1: 

During the operational phases of the development the angle of view and proximity of the development site in 

relation to the viewpoint would result in the proposed new buildings forming an imposing new element in this 

view. Proposed buildings on North Quay would also introduce a perceptible new element to the baseline view.  

Views down the estuary to the beach and through to St Ives Bay would still be possible past the buildings on 

the end of South Quay. These views would become partially blocked by the proposed marina development. 

Gaps in the built form and fewer buildings to the north end of South Quay would help retain some of the views 

to Lelant Towans and ridgelines beyond Carnsew Pool. Views to the viaduct would be partially blocked by new 

built form but would still be possible at the end of Penpol Terrace.  

The development on South Quay would result in the loss of the exposed nature of the views and many of the 

existing intermittent views to the distant ridgelines at Trencrom Hill and Trink Hill would become blocked. 

Views to Lelant Towans would also be partially blocked by new development. 

While exposed views would be substantially reduced it is considered that the proposed development would 

have some positive effects on the baseline views from Penpol Terrace. Proposed development along South 

Quay would replace the existing views of the degraded baseline condition of Hayle Harbour and quay walls. 

Views of many of the key landscape features such as the beach and the viaduct would be retained in the 

development proposal.  

The magnitude of change is judged to be large. The impact significance is considered to be major. The impact 

on receptors this close to the site is subject to the values of the viewer and the detailed design of the scheme. 

It is considered that conclusive qualitative judgment on the impacts cannot be made.  

Operation impacts - year 15: 

No significant change in the appearance of the development would leave a large magnitude of change and a 

major impact significance on the visual context of this viewpoint. 
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Viewpoint 10:  Foundry 

Construction impacts: 

Traffic in Foundry Square and planting in the memorial gardens under the viaduct would obstruct visibility of 

the majority of the construction processes. The impact of the construction phases would be restricted to 

activity adjacent to the B3301, distant processes on North Quay, and tall equipment on South Quay. The 

magnitude of change as a result of the construction processes is judged to be small with a moderate and 

adverse impact significance on the baseline of this viewpoint. 

Operation impacts - year 1: 

Traffic in Foundry Square and planting in the memorial gardens under the viaduct would obstruct visibility of 

the proposed development. However, the angle of view and the proximity of the development site in relation to 

the receptor would result in proposed new buildings creating an imposing new element in the viewpoint 

beyond the viaduct.  

While new built form on South Quay would be imposing it would not form a dominant part of the overall scene. 

Views through the viaduct towards the estuary would be retained during operational phases of proposed 

development. Views through the viaduct towards the estuary would be retained during the operational phases 

of the proposed development. Views to the proposed development on North Quay would only form a minor 

component of the wider view. Any possible glimpse views of the stacks associated with the boilers on North 

and South Quay would not form a major component within this view. 

While the views of the site would change during winter as the structure planting forms a less significant screen. 

The change is not considered to be enough to alter the judgements on magnitude and therefore impact 

significance of the proposed development on the viewpoint. The magnitude of change is considered to be 

medium with a major impact significance on the baseline views. The effect of this impact is judged to be 

neutral. 

Operation impacts - year 15: 

No significant change in the appearance of the development would leave a medium magnitude of change and 

a major impact significance on the existing view. The effect of this impact is considered to be neutral.  
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Viewpoint 11: Hayle 

Construction impacts: 

Construction processes and equipment would be visible in the Riviere Fields part of the proposed 

development site. The construction phases would result in alteration of views over the Phillack slopes 

character area and a small part of skyline formed by Riviere and Hayle Towans. The construction processes 

would not make up a significant part of the overall scene resulting in a small magnitude of change and a minor 

and adverse impact significance on the visual baseline. 

Operation impacts - year 1: 

The proposed buildings in Riviere Fields would not form a dominant part of the scene. The proposed buildings 

would be partially screened by planting in Hayle in the foreground and planting along Clifton Terrace. Parts of 

the skyline of Riviere and Common Towans would become obscured by buildings in Riviere Fields before 

planting to the north of Riviere Fields becomes established. Views of Phillack, Phillack Church, and Phillack 

Towans would remain unchanged.  

The proposed development would form a new element in the view that is not uncharacteristic when seen in the 

context of buildings in Phillack and Clifton Terrace. Planting in community gardens would provide further 

continuity with the plantation behind Clifton Terrace.  

In summer the magnitude of change is considered to be small with a minor impact significance on the visual 

baseline of this viewpoint. The level of this impact is judged to be neutral. The impact in the winter would be 

larger as tree planting in foreground forms a less significant screen, exposing greater area of the development 

in Riviere Fields and result in a medium magnitude of change and a moderate impact significance. The effect 

of this impact is considered to be neutral. 

Operation impacts - year 15: 

As planting around the community gardens becomes established visibility of the built form in Riviere Fields 

would become reduced. The tree planting to the north of Riviere Fields would have also matured reducing the 

impact of the building line on the skyline. The above changes would result in a small magnitude of change and 

minor impact significance, the effect of this impact is considered to be neutral. 
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Viewpoint Construction Operation year 1 Operation year 15 

 Winter  Summer Winter  Summer  Winter  Summer 

Viewpoint 1  

Trencrom Hill 

 no impact   no impact (o) minor (o) minor (o) minor (o) minor 

Viewpoint 2 

Lelant Saltings 

Station 

(-) 

moderate 

(-) 

moderate 

(+) 

moderate 

(+) 

moderate 

(+) 

moderate 

(+) 

moderate 

Viewpoint 3 

The Causeway 

(-) 

moderate 

(-) 

moderate 

(+) 

moderate 

(+) 

moderate 

(+) 

moderate 

(+) 

moderate 

Viewpoint 4 

Lelant Towans 

(-) major (-) major (+) major (+) major (+) major (+) major 

Viewpoint 5 

Hayle Towans 

(-) 

moderate 

(-) 

moderate 

(-) 

moderate 

(-) 

moderate 

(-) 

moderate 

(-) 

moderate 

Viewpoint 6 

Riviere Farm 

(-) 

moderate 

(-) 

moderate 

Moderate moderate Moderate moderate 

Viewpoint 7 

Copperhouse 

(-) minor (-) minor (-) 

moderate 

(-) 

moderate 

(-) minor (-) minor 

Viewpoint 8 

Bridge to Hayle 
train station 

(-) 

moderate 

(-) 

moderate 

(o) 

moderate 

(o) 

moderate 

(o) 

moderate 

(o) 

moderate 

Viewpoint 9 

Penpol Terrace 

(-) major (-) major Major major Major major 
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Viewpoint Construction Operation year 1 Operation year 15 

 Winter  Summer Winter  Summer  Winter  Summer 

Viewpoint 10 

Foundry 

(-) 

moderate 

(-) 

moderate 

(o) major (o) major (o) major (0) major 

Viewpoint 11 

Hayle 

(-) minor (-) minor (o) minor (o) 

moderate 

(o) minor (o) minor 

Table 7—11 Summary of visual Impacts 

Key: (-) adverse (+) beneficial (o) neutral 

7.5.4.4 Summary of visual impacts 

In visual terms the proposed development site can be split into two parts; the Riviere Fields part of the 

development and the Hilltop and harbour part of the site. These two parts of the site have different visual 

envelopes and different effects on the visual context of the town.  

The Riviere Fields part of the proposed development site lies on a south and east facing valley side and is 

therefore seen predominantly from across the valley to the south and east. Riviere Fields is also visible from 

parts of the west where it forms part of the skyline above the harbour. Riviere Fields sits in an exposed position 

on the opposite side of Copperhouse Pool to Hayle and as a result is visible from most urban parts of Hayle. 

This part of the proposed development site has a high number of receptors because of the amount of urban 

areas within the visual envelope. While important landscape features would be retained in the proposed 

development its perceived impacts are more subjective because of the baseline visual condition, which is 

valued for being rural. 

In contrast Hilltop and Hayle Harbour parts of the site lie on west facing slopes and low lying land adjacent to 

the estuary. This part of the site is generally more visible from the west and fewer parts of the town resulting in 

fewer receptors. The development on Hayle Harbour replaces the existing views over derelict land meaning the 

redevelopment would generally be perceived as an improvement on the existing visual condition of the 

harbour. 

From distant and intermediate views, impacts during the construction phases are judged to be no greater than 

of moderate adverse significance. During operational phases impacts are generally considered to have a 

beneficial or neutral impact on the visual baseline up to a moderate significance.  
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Local viewpoints generally have their views changed more significantly. The judgement of whether this change 

is positive or negative is highly subjective and is dependant on the individual values of the viewer and on 

detailed design. Construction phases are judged to have a temporary adverse impact up to major significance 

on local views. Permanent impacts during operational year 1 and 15 are generally considered to be beneficial 

or neutral. The exception to this is viewpoint 5 in Hayle Towans and viewpoint 7 in Copperhouse where the 

rural nature of the baseline means the potential impacts of the proposed development are considered to be 

adverse with a moderate impact significance. The impact significance falls to minor in viewpoint 7 in 

operation year 15 as planting surrounding the proposed development at Riviere Fields becomes established. 

7.5.5 Significant cumulative impacts 

Cumulative landscape and visual effects are the additional changes to the landscape or visual amenity caused 

by the proposed development in conjunction with other developments that are likely to occur in the 

foreseeable future. The assessment judges the significance of the cumulative impacts of the Hayle Harbour 

proposals with the following developments. The assessment also considers the significance of impacts of the 6 

developments taken together. This assessment looks at the following cumulative impacts: 

1. Cumulative landscape impacts: a look at how the site in conjunction with each site in turn would 

impact upon the landscape and townscape character 

2. Cumulative visual impacts: how the site in conjunction with each site in turn would impact upon visual 

amenity 

Other developments considered in this assessment are: 

1. Foundry Square 

2. Copperhouse waterside walkway 

3. Wave Hub 

4. A30 Hayle retail park 

5. St Erth Park and Ride 

6. Loggins Mill 

7.5.5.1 Cumulative landscape impacts 

1. Foundry Square 

The public realm improvements to Foundry Square would impact the baseline conditions of the Foundry 

townscape character area. The baseline description identified poor quality public realm treatment in the 

Foundry area. Improvements to the public realm would have a positive effect on the landscape condition of the 
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area. There would be a low beneficial cumulative impact associated with improvement to the condition of the 

adjacent Foundry and Hayle Harbour character areas in conjunction with the development proposal which is 

the subject of the Environmental Statement.  

2. Copperhouse waterside walkway 

The proposed Copperhouse waterside walkway would have minor beneficial impacts on the Penpol and 

Copperhouse character areas. The proposed Copperhouse waterside walkway development would redirect 

focus onto the water and improve the accessibility around Copperhouse Pool. This would complement similar 

design objectives in the proposed Hayle Harbour development. There would therefore be a low beneficial 

cumulative impact of the Hayle Harbour development and Copperhouse waterside walkway development on 

the townscape character areas. 

3. Wave Hub 

The buildings associated with the wave hub development have been integrated into the proposed Hayle 

Harbour development site and therefore have already been assessed. The offshore development of the wave 

hub would have no landscape impact on the baseline conditions because they would not be seen from land. 

The cumulative impacts are therefore judged to be no change.  

4. A30 Hayle retail park 

The A30 Hayle retail park and the proposed Hayle Harbour development are within different character areas 

and their physical and visual separation means that although each site has an impact on landscape and 

townscape character areas the combined impact of these developments is no change. 

5. St Erth Park and Ride 

The physical and visual separation of the park and ride site from the Hayle Harbour development site means 

that the combined impact of these developments on the baseline character is judged to be no change. 

6. Loggins Mill 

This development involves the conversion of an existing building. There would be a minimal impact on the 

baseline landscape conditions on this site. However, the physical and visual separation between the mill and 

the Hayle Harbour development site means that the cumulative impact of this development is no change. 

When assessing the cumulative impact of the 6 developments together with the proposed Hayle Harbour 

development the overall impact is judged to be low beneficial. This is due to the combination of the public 

realm improvements, focusing activity around the estuary and the improvements to accessibility associated 

with the proposed Hayle Harbour, Copperhouse waterside walkway and Foundry Square developments. 
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7.5.5.2 Cumulative visual impacts 

This section looks at the impact that the proposed Hayle Harbour in conjunction with each of the other 

identified developments would have on the visual amenity and on key viewpoints. Cumulative visual impacts 

assess 3 types of visual interaction: 

1. intervisibility: where one or more sites can be seen from another site 

2. simultaneous views: where one or more sites are simultaneously visible from another point in the 

landscape 

3. sequential views: where sites may not be intervisible or seen at the same time but which are seen 

sequentially whilst travelling 

1. Foundry Square 

The proximity of the Foundry Square site to the southern boundary of the proposed Hayle Harbour 

development would result in change to the visual context of the area. Foundry Square and South Quay are 

partly intervisible. Views between the South Quay part of the development and Foundry Square are possible 

through the railway viaduct that splits the areas.  

The existing urban context of the Foundry restricts many of the simultaneous views between the proposed 

Hayle Harbour development and the development in Foundry Square. The public realm improvements in 

Foundry Square would generally be at ground level which would make it very difficult to see the changes from 

intermediate and distant views. The two sites are therefore viewed simultaneously from a small number of local 

views. Significant simultaneous views include those from Penpol Terrace and the B3301 where the two 

developments would be seen either side of the viaduct.  

People moving between the Foundry, South Quay and Penpol Terrace would see the two sites sequentially. 

The combination of these two sites seen sequentially would not have significant cumulative visual impact in 

addition to that which each development would have on its own. 

The Foundry Square development involves public realm work to surface treatments and layout of road 

junctions and footpaths and would therefore not significantly alter the visual amenity of the area. Cumulative 

visual impacts between these developments are judged to be no change.   

2. Copperhouse Waterside Walkway 

The proximity of the proposed Copperhouse Waterside Walkway to the proposed development at Hayle 

Harbour would result in an element of intervisibility. Copperhouse Waterside Walkway would be seen from the 

Riviere Fields, East Quay and North Quay parts of the proposed Hayle Harbour development. Riviere Fields, 

East Quay and North Quay parts of the proposed development would be visible from the proposed 
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Copperhouse waterside walkway. The proposed road bridge from Hayle Terrace to North Quay would also be 

visible from Copperhouse Waterside Walkway. 

Simultaneous views of the two sites would be possible from Phillack and parts of the townscape in Hayle.  

People using the B3301 or the King George V Memorial Walk would experience sequential views of the two 

sites.  

The development of the Copperhouse Waterside Walkway would have a negligible effect on the visual baseline 

of the area. The cumulative visual impact of the two sites is judged to be no change.  

3. Wave Hub 

There would be no significant cumulative visual impact of the wave hub development and the proposed Hayle 

Harbour development. There is no intervisibility or any simultaneous views between the sites and they are not 

visually linked in sequential terms. Cumulative visual impact is judged to be no change.  

4. A30 Hayle retail park 

There is limited intervisibility between the A30 Hayle Retail Park and the Riviere Fields part of the proposed 

Hayle Harbour development site. The distance and the urban form between the two developments obscure 

most of the views.  

The two sites could be viewed simultaneously from distant ridgelines such as Trencrom Hill which overlook 

Hayle. The distance of these views and the existing urban context of the surroundings would make the two 

developments barely perceptible in the same field of vision. 

People using the B3301 would see the two development sites sequentially. However due to the distance 

between the two sites the cumulative impact of the developments would be low.  

The cumulative visual impact of these developments is judged to be no change. 

5. St Erth Park and Ride 

There would be no significant cumulative visual impact of the St Erth park and ride site and the proposed 

Hayle Harbour site. There is no intervisibility between the sites and there would be no simultaneous views. The 

distance between the two sites means that they would not be visually linked even in sequential terms. 

Cumulative visual impact is judged to be no change 

6. Loggins Mill 

The development at Loggins Mill involves the conversion of an existing building. The visual impact of the 

development on the existing visual condition of the area would be minimal. There would be partial intervisibility 
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between higher parts of the Riviere Fields part of the proposed Hayle Harbour development site and the 

Loggins Mill development site. The two sites would be simultaneously visible from distant ridgelines that offer 

views over most of the town. The distance between the views and the nature of the development at Loggins 

Mill would make the two developments barely perceptible in the same field of view. 

In sequential terms the two sites would be visible by people using the B3301, which runs through the centre of 

Hayle. However, the urban context and the distance between the two sites means the combination of these 

two sites seen sequentially would not have significant cumulative visual impact. The cumulative visual impact 

of the two developments is judged to be no change.  

The cumulative impact of the 6 developments taken together with the proposed Hayle Harbour development 

on the visual context of the area is judged to be no change. 

 

7.6 Mitigation 

7.6.1 Introduction 

The development principles, illustrative masterplan and design codes which have set the parameters for this 

environmental assessment, have been developed by a multi-disciplinary team. Avoidance of impacts and the 

integration of mitigation measures have been a key part of the design process.  For this reason many adverse 

landscape and visual impacts have been anticipated in the formulation of the proposals and been designed 

out.  

The design objectives have sought to avoid landscape and visual impacts through, for example, the retention 

of important existing features of the landscape and through good, sustainable urban design, which would 

ensure a development that would be perceived positively. Positive urban design would be achieved through 

meeting masterplan objectives which include the need to meet CABE design objectives.  

7.6.2 Positive urban design 

The design objectives for the proposed development are intended to create a real sense of identity and draw 

upon the characteristics of the site and its surroundings as a source of reference and inspiration.  They 

recognise the importance of the landscape setting of the site and its visual connections with the town.  

The townscape surrounding the site has a very distinct character and has had a positive influence on the 

proposals for the regeneration of the harbour. The existing distinct centres at Foundry and Copperhouse have 

been recognised and strengthened with focused new development re-enforcing the urban centre at Foundry. 

Ribbon/linear development that responds to the natural topography and addresses the water to take 

advantage of scenic qualities is common throughout Hayle. Examples such as Phillack, Penpol, Clifton and 

Hayle Terrace have all provided inspiration for the proposed development on the harbour. The use of purpose 
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designed, non standard architectural styles has been suggested to reinforce sense of place which responds to 

the individual areas of the development site. 

Hayle’s landscape setting has provided an equally important source of reference. The town has strong links 

with its varied landscape surroundings. The proposed development set out to re-enforce these links by re-

connecting the town to the beach and emphasising the prominence of the estuary in Hayle. Many of the 

existing key landscape features of the area have been incorporated into the proposed development. This 

would allow the proposed development to reflect the characteristics of the receiving landscape and re-enforce 

existing variations in character and local distinctiveness.     

7.6.3 Positive landscape  

The illustrative masterplan includes proposals for the retention of landscape elements within the design which 

are valuable from a landscape and/or visual standpoint.  These include: 

• Areas of the dunescape and dune grassland of Hayle Towans 

• Screen planting around Clifton Terrace 

• Incorporation of existing hedge banks into the scheme at Riviere Fields where possible. 

The masterplan also shows the addition of new landscape features, introduced in part to mitigate potential 

landscape and/or visual impacts and create a positive landscape structure.  These include: 

• New planting to the west, north and south edges of Riviere Fields to create a composition of built 

form and vegetation in keeping with the surrounding context 

• Re-instatement of dune grassland in Hayle Towans 

7.6.4 Further design response/mitigation 

Further to the general design approach highlighted above the following design response is proposed to ensure 

the integration of the proposals into the landscape character and visual context of Hayle: 

Additional planting to the east of the development on Riviere Fields is proposed to mitigate the abrupt urban 

edge of the proposed residential development. Appropriate screen planting will provide greater integration of 

the development into the Phillack Valley Sides character area and provide greater continuity with the character 

of neighbouring townscapes at Clifton and Phillack. Planting will also help to partially screen the development 

from visual receptors to the south and east of the proposed development site, such as viewpoints 7 

(Copperhouse) and viewpoint 11 (Hayle). 

The detailed design response to the car parking proposals on Triangular Spit will minimise the effect on the 

distinct landscape character of the spit. Measures such as coastal planting and earthworks will be taken to 
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reduce the visual impact of the Spit from all sides, in particular from key viewpoints 2 (Lelant Saltings Station), 

3 (The Causeway) and 4 (Lelant Towans).  

The detailed design response to the large overspill car parking in the Riviere and Hayle Towans character area 

will minimise the visual impact of the car park. Suitable surface treatment and planting within and around the 

car park can be used to reduce the impact on the Riviere and Hayle Towans character area. 

Planting new hedges of a similar species composition and width around the community gardens in Riviere 

Fields can reduce the landscape impact in the Phillack Valley Sides character area of those lost as a result of 

development. 

 

7.7 Residual impacts 

This section assesses the landscape and visual impacts of the proposed development at Hayle Harbour after 

the mitigation measures highlighted in section 7.6 of this report have been taken into account. 

7.7.1 Residual landscape impacts 

The mitigation measures highlighted in section 7.6 of this report are intended to reduce the impact of the 

proposed development on the existing surrounding landscape and townscape character. This section will 

assess the changes the mitigation proposals have on the impacts of the proposed development on the 

receiving landscape. 

The mitigation measures would affect the following landscape and townscape character areas: 

Area B: Riviere and Hayle Towans 

Area D: Phillack Valley Side 

Area K: Hayle Harbour. 

Area B: Riviere and Hayle Towans 

The mitigation proposals in this character area include coastal screen planting and surface treatment to reduce 

the visual intrusion of the overspill car park on North Quay. While these mitigation measures are predominantly 

aimed at reducing the visual impact of the parking the measures would help to reduce the landscape impact 

by increasing the amount of coastal vegetation in the area and helping the area retain its rural appearance.    

The changes would ensure the car park is better integrated into its surrounding landscape. However, the 

mitigation proposals would not alter the predicted impacts for the whole area leaving a moderate and adverse 

impact on the character area during construction and a moderate impact, the level of this impact is 

considered to be neutral at year 1 and year 15 of operation.  
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Area D: Phillack Valley Side 

The mitigation proposals in this character area include additional screen planting to the east of the Riviere 

Fields part of the proposed development. The type of screen planting suggested in the mitigation proposals is 

characteristic of the area and has been used around the existing settlement at Clifton Terrace. The screen 

planting would help the proposed development fit with the receiving landscape character and the character of 

neighbouring townscapes.  

The proposed development in this character area would have resulted in the loss of Cornish hedges, which are 

an important landscape feature that contribute to the character of the area. The mitigation proposals include 

creation of Cornish hedges to replace those lost to development. This would reduce the landscape impact of 

the development and ensure that the landscape framework of the proposed development is in keeping with the 

baseline landscape conditions.    

The mitigation measures have a positive effect on the impact of the proposed development on the Phillack 

Valley Side character area. However, the overall impacts for the area would not change, leaving a moderate 

and adverse impact during construction. During year 1 and 15 of operation the impact significance is judged 

to be moderate, the overall effect of this impact is considered to be adverse due to the loss of rural 

character. 

Area K: Hayle Harbour 

The mitigation measures in this character area include planting and earthworks around the proposed parking 

on the Triangular Spit. While these measures are mainly aimed at reducing the visual impact of the car park in 

the area they would also help to retain a coastal character to the area and reduce the landscape impact of 

introducing a new uncharacteristic use to the spit. The dredging of the Cocklebank would remain as an impact 

in this area. 

While the mitigation measures would have a beneficial impact on the character of the spit the overall predicted 

landscape impact of the proposed development on the Hayle Harbour character area would not change. This 

would result in a minor adverse impact on the baseline conditions during construction, and a moderate 

impact that would be considered beneficial after year 1 and 15 of operation. 

The mitigation measures would not change the impact on the remaining landscape and townscape character 

areas. 

7.7.2 Residual visual impacts 

The mitigation measures highlighted in section 7.6 are intended to reduce negative impacts of the proposed 

development on the visual context set out in the baseline description of the site and its surroundings. This 
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section will assess the visual impacts of the proposed development after the mitigation proposals have been 

taken into account. 

Viewpoint 1: Trencrom Hill 

From this viewpoint the screen planting to the east of Riviere Fields suggested in the mitigation measures 

would form a backdrop to the housing proposed on Riviere Fields. This would help the proposed development 

fit visually with the surrounding landscape. The screen planting and surface treatment proposed in mitigation 

measures around the car parking on North Quay and Triangular Spit would partially help to screen the car 

parking from view. However because of the elevated position of the viewpoint the car parking would remain 

visible in both instances. The visual impact during operational years 1 and 15 from this viewpoint would remain 

minor. The effect of this impact is considered to be neutral. 

Viewpoint 2: Lelant Saltings Station 

Screen planting, earth works and surfacing suggested for the car parking on the Triangular Spit in the 

mitigation proposals would substantially reduce the visual intrusion of cars and activity on the Triangular Spit. 

While this would have a beneficial effect of reducing the impact of the car park in this viewpoint the overall 

impact of the proposed development on this viewpoint at operational years 1 and 15 would remain as 

moderate. This impact is judged to be beneficial. 

Viewpoint 3: The Causeway 

The screen planting and earth works suggested in the mitigation measures around the car park on the 

Triangular Spit would significantly reduce the impact of the proposed additional activity and cars from this 

viewpoint. The visual impact of cars on Triangular Spit during the day and night was highlighted as a significant 

negative impact. The successful mitigation of this impact would have a positive impact on the visual condition 

of the viewpoint resulting in a moderate and beneficial impact on the visual baseline from this viewpoint. 

Viewpoint 4: Lelant Towans 

The screen planting and earth works suggested in the mitigation measures around the car park on the 

Triangular Spit would significantly reduce the impact of the introduction of activity and cars from this 

viewpoint. The elevation of this viewpoint in relation to the proposed development site would result in some 

residual views of the car parking on Triangular Spit. While the mitigation measures would have a positive effect 

on the visual impacts on this viewpoint the predicted impacts would remain as major at year 1 and 15 of 

operation. This impact is judged to be beneficial to the baseline condition. 
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Viewpoint 5: Hayle Towans 

The mitigation measures suggested in section 7.6 would have no effect on the predicted visual impacts on this 

viewpoint, resulting in an adverse impact on the baseline conditions of a moderate significance. 

Viewpoint 6: Riviere Farm 

The screen planting to the east of Riviere Fields would add a significant new element into this viewpoint which 

is in keeping with the baseline character of the area. The screen planting would reduce the dominance of the 

proposed built form in the immediate foreground. The impact of the proposed development on this viewpoint 

at year 1 and 15 of operation is judged to remain as moderate. The impact on viewpoints this close to the site 

is subject to the values of the viewer and the detailed design of the scheme. It is considered that conclusive 

qualitative judgment on the level of the impacts cannot be made at this stage. 

Viewpoint 7: Copperhouse 

The screen planting to the east of the proposed development at Riviere Fields suggested in the mitigation 

measures would significantly reduce the visual impact on this viewpoint. The planting would screen many of 

the views to the proposed development at Riviere Fields and would help the proposed development fit with 

existing neighbouring townscapes. The Cornish hedges suggested in the mitigation measures would also 

ensure the proposed development appears integrated with the existing surrounding landscape. The positive 

effects of the additional planting would result in a minor impact that is considered adverse at year 1, and a 

minor impact, the effect of this impact is considered to be adverse after planting has become established at 

year 15 of operation. 

Viewpoint 8: bridge to Hayle train station 

The mitigation measures suggested in section 7.6 would have no effect on the predicted visual impacts on this 

viewpoint. 

Viewpoint 9: Penpol Terrace 

The mitigation measures suggested in section 7.6 would have no effect on the predicted visual impacts on this 

viewpoint. 

Viewpoint 10: Foundry 

The mitigation measures suggested in section 7.6 would have no effect on the predicted visual impacts on this 

viewpoint. 
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Viewpoint 11: Hayle 

Screen planting to the east of Riviere Fields suggested in the mitigation measures would reduce the visual 

impact of the proposed development on the visual baseline of this viewpoint. The screen planting would 

replace much of the built form in this view ensuring that the proposed development appears integrated with 

the existing surrounding landscape The positive effects of the suggested mitigation measures would result in 

minor impact significance in the summer of year 1 of operation and moderate impact in the winter of year 1. 

The level of these impacts in year 1 is considered to be neutral. During year 15 of operation the impacts on this 

viewpoint are judged to be minor. The level of this impact is judged to be neutral. 

 

7.8 Monitoring 

Mitigation is achieved through the scheme layout and the design of buildings and spaces. The success of the 

majority of the mitigation measures would therefore be immediately apparent following construction and would 

not change over time as buildings, spaces and receptors are fixed.  The scope for monitoring is consequently 

limited to the assessment of detailed design proposals through the statutory planning system.  Detailed design 

proposals will, necessarily, be considered in the context of the Outline Planning Consent and the mitigation 

required by this Environmental Statement. 

Where planting is involved we would expect the monitoring of its success to be controlled through the detailed 

planning process, probably by condition. 

 

7.9 Conclusions 

The design objectives set out to reflect existing landscape and townscape character areas to ensure that the 

most important features of each area can be retained and that the development is composed of distinct parts 

in keeping with their surroundings. As a result the long term permanent impacts on the landscape and 

townscape character area as a result of the development are generally judged to be beneficial or neutral. The 

exception to this is the Phillack Valley Sides character area where the loss of the rural characteristics of the 

area is judged to have a moderate adverse impact on the baseline conditions. 

The development would obviously have varying visual impacts dependant on the distance and position of the 

viewer. Within the views from most of the key viewpoints identified the proposed development is seen in the 

wider context of the Hayle townscape and it would generally be seen as an extension to the urban form of 

Hayle. The development would also be seen in the context of the wider landscape setting of Hayle. Hayle, 

Riviere and Common Towans and the proposed shelterbelt planting at Riviere Fields would provide a backdrop 

to many views so that the development is not seen against the skyline. The long term permanent visual 
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impacts as a result of the development are generally due to the reduction in open character of the area when 

viewed from both the town and the surrounding countryside. Permanent visual impacts are judged to be no 

worse than moderate adverse.  

The landscape and visual impacts of the development, as outlined in section 3 of this report, will generally be 

perceived as beneficial because the baseline landscape and visual conditions include a significant element of 

derelict environment that would be transformed into an active site as a result of the development proposal. 

Where the development proposal affects existing landscape or townscape in good condition the design 

objectives set out to ensure that the impacts to the most valued features of the area are minimised and the 

proposed development respects the qualities of the receiving landscape/townscape.  
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